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NBA
Schedule
Today

7 p.m.
Dallas Mavericks vs.
Nov. 8 at Spurs, 7:30
Nov. 11 New Orleans, 7:30

vs.
7:30 p.m.
San Antonio Spurs vs.
Nov. 8 Dallas, 7:30
Nov. 10 Utah, 7:30
Nov. 12 at N.J. Nets, 6

Saturday, Nov. 8
vs.
7:30 p.m.
Houston Rockets vs.
Nov. 11 Miami, 7:30
All games p.m.

NFL SUNDAY
at
3-5

1 p.m.

3-5

at
4-4 4:15 p.m. 6-2
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■ Sports Clipboard . . . . .13

UTPA crushes ‘El Tec’ 112-46
By BRIAN CARR
The Pan American

at

■ UTPA Baseball . . . . . . 15

The Broncs will look to extend
their pre-season success when they
take on the Houston Quest
Saturday night at the Field House
at 7:30 p.m.
The Broncs dropped the Quest
99-51 in last year’s exhibition
match up, but after humiliating
Monterrey Tech in Tuesday’s preseason opener 112-46, it’s safe to
say they will be looking to better
last year’s success.
Playing heavily on the depth of
this year’s roster, the Broncs will
have every weapon they need to
dismantle the Quest.
After opening up Tuesday’s
exhibition game with a 17-2 run
against the Borregos Salvajes, the
Broncs started to make
substitutions to showcase the
wealth of their talent. And even
though no starting Bronc saw more
than 18 minutes of playing time,
UTPA was able to come away with
a stunning victory at the Field
House.
The Borregos, despite being
aided offensively by Alvaidas
Gedminas who inadvertently
redirected the ball through the
hoop during a botched rebound
attempt to open the scoring for
Monterrey, couldn’t keep up with
the Broncs who shot for over 55
percent from the floor and put
down 16 of their 34 three-point
attempts.
Junior transfer Sergio Sánchez
led the Broncs offensively with 17
points, 15 of which came on six
three-point attempts in the first
half.
Sánchez, who was playing his
first-ever game as a Bronc stressed
the importance he put on having a
strong first outing.
“First impressions are big,”
Sánchez said. “You gotta try to do
your best. You’ve got to try to play

hard.”
But Sánchez, who started at
point guard and is expected to fill
the shoes of graduate Kevin
Mitchell, doesn’t define himself
as a three-point shooter.
“Today it was there, but I just
try to take what the defense gives
me,” Sánchez said. “But I have
different things for different
situations.”
Monterrey, who was led
offensively by Harold Galindo
with 15 points earned on four
three’s and two trips to the line,
was able to keep pressure on the
Broncs in the paint, but could not
match their speed or shooting
ability, and the Broncs picked up
over half their points from threepoint range and trips to the foul
line.
Coach Hoffman had a simple
explanation for why so many of
the Broncs points came from the
perimeter.
“They ran some match up and
ran some 1-3-1, but we really
hadn’t worked that much on zone
offense so that’s why we did a lot
of dribble-drive-kick out for
three’s,” Hoffman said. “We
really don’t have our zone offense
in.”
Hoffman liked what he saw
from the Broncs, but he sees
room for improvement.
“We didn’t stop the drive very
well,” Hoffman said. “They
Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American
penetrated way to much, and I
thought that they got to many
Junior forward Chris Fagan jumps up between two Monterrey defenders during
boards.”
the Broncs’ exhibition game victory Nov. 4 at the Field House.
Hoffman did like the Broncs
chemistry in their first outing.
evening was Chris Fagan who
longer plagued with injury.
“The thing that I was most
picked up a double-double, scoring
“My shot wasn’t on at the
pleased about is how they shared
11 points and getting 10 boards in
beginning. So I was trying to get
the ball and didn’t seem to care
who was getting it done,” Hoffman 23 minutes. Fagan, who sat out last myself in the game in any other
season with a stress fracture in his
way that I can, you know
said. “They were excited for each
left foot, saw more playing time
rebounding, try to get to the ball,
other’s success. And that is a
than any other Bronc, and although hit the boards hard,” Fagan said.
recipe for success if you can
he appeared shaky in the first half,
“Once you hit the boards hard
continue doing that.”
ended the day showing he was no
you’re gonna get another shot.”
One of the success stories of the

Killer Bees sell out opening weekend
By BRIAN CARR
The Pan American

The Killer Bees opened the
Dodge Arena last weekend, in front
of a pair of capacity crowds who
were treated to a brilliant display of
what CHL hockey is all about.
The Bees lost their home opener
Friday at the hands of the Corpus
Christi Rayz, who were able to net
two shootout goals to the Killer
Bees’ one, walking away with a 5-4
OT win.
In the process of the loss,
Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American however, Killer Bee fans were
treated to virtually every aspect of
The Killer Bees faced off against the Corpus
the game of hockey.
Christi Rayz Oct. 31 in their home opener at the
Killer Bee goaltender Jeff Levy,
Dodge Arena.The Killer Bees lost 5-4 in OT..
who was handed a loss in the

opening game at the Hive, was
happy the first matchup was
exciting for the fans.
“They got a good sample of
what hockey is going to be like
here,” Levy said. “The opening
game was high scoring, offensive,
some hitting, some fights, scoring,
good goal tending. They saw a
shoot out. They saw everything.
There was no 0-0 boring defensive
matchup.”
The Bees’ second game at home,
Saturday against the San Angelo
Saints, was a 2-1 victory for the
Bees with forward Matic Kralj
opening the scoring with a power
play goal 8:27 into the first period.
The goal was set up by a hooking
call (the act of using the stick in a

manner that allows a player to
restrain his opponent) on the
Saints’ Ryan Finnerty. Jeremy
Vanin and Andrew Taylor were
awarded assists on the goal, which
was the first of three power-play
goals scored.
Defenseman Mike Rees tallied
the Bees second power-play goal
late in the second frame, one
timing (a shot taken directly off of
a pass) a Jason Tessier pass from
out near the blue line (line on the
ice which denotes the beginning of
the offensive zone) which snuck
over the stickside shoulder of San
Angelo net minder Scott Reid.
Killer Bee goalie Levy stopped
39 of 40 shots in the contest,

See BEES page 15
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Friday, Nov. 7
at
7:30 p.m.
Killer Bees vs. Austin
Nov. 8 vs. Laredo, 7:30
Nov. 9 vs. Amarillo, 7:30
All games p.m.

See page 8-9
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
UTPA grad stresses women’s potential
By EDWINA P. GARZA
The Pan American
The UTPA Women’s Studies
Developmental Planning Committee and
the Office of the Provost held a
presentation regarding developmental
women’s studies as a minor Oct. 30 in
the Engineering Building. Former UTPA
student Leticia Garza-Falcon gave the
presentation.
Garza-Falcon is an associate professor
of English and the Director of Ethnic
studies at the University of Colorado at
Denver. She completed her Ph.D. at the
University of Texas at Austin in
comparative literature.
Her 1998 book, “Gente Decente: A
Borderline Response to the Rhetoric of
Dominance,” was nominated for the
Katherine Singer Kovacs Award for
Latin American and U.S. Latino Studies.
In 1999, she was given an award by the
Texas Association of Chicanos in Higher
Education.
A native of Pharr, Garza-Falcon was
associate professor of English at
Southwest Texas State University in San
Marcos, (now Texas State University),
where she developed the Women’s

Studies program at the graduate level
and founded the U.S. Ethnic Studies
program.
Garza-Falcon began by describing
what it is like for a Hispanic female to
go away to get an education. She
illustrated the scene of a young woman,
her Tia Celia, who was eager to go off
and learn about the world around her.
Yet Garza-Falcon’s grandmother insisted
that she stay home, “No te vayas” she
said. She called it a shared moment in
Valley families, “No te vayas,” they ask
of their daughters.
Starting a Women’s Studies program at
UTPA, she said, means asking students
to take an emotional and intellectual
journey, which requires open minds and
hearts.
“It’s a painful journey, what it takes to
leave your support system to become
educated," she said. “As far as
preparation to teach, to go out and
publish books, to support children with
or without a husband.”
“If it is possible,” Garza-Falcon said,
“to do so without suffering families,
that’s fantastic.”
“That memory of my abuelita stayed

See WOMEN’S page 4

Special to The Pan American

MENTOR— Dr. Leticia Garza-Falcon spoke at UTPA last Thursday about the struggles
that women face in maximizing their educational potential.

Newcomers to Valley face many differences
By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American

Killer Bees
Schedule
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Coming to the Valley from upstate or
out of state can be an awakening for those
who make the trip. It can also be
somewhat unnerving at first. But with
increased mobility, more and more people
are moving to the Valley, and the area has
a population of nearly one million.
Hundreds of local educators relocated
to find work in the Valley.
“The students were so polite that I
thought I had somehow offended them
and they were being sarcastic,” said
James Aldridge, a psychology professor at
UTPA. “But then that was 25 years ago,
and I had been living in New York and
Cincinnati.”
Dr. Thomas Pozorski first came to the
Rio Grande Valley in 1969 to meet his
future-in-laws. His first impression then
was not so much about the people of
South Texas, but more about the
topography and environment.

“It was very flat with lots of palm trees
and wide-open spaces compared to the
city environment that I was used to,” said
the anthropology professor. “I suspect that
people's impressions are pretty much the
same today, despite the urban growth we
have had, not to mention the fewer palm
trees.”
Other newcomers are surprised at the
seemingly constant heat of the area, and
still others are surprised by the
differences in terms of daily cultural life.
When people first arrive in a new location
that is different from another area, the
term “culture shock” is often used to
describe their initial engagement.
However, Pozorski believes culture shock
is a relative term. He says that because
the Rio Grande Valley is part of the
mainstream United States, it is not nearly
as different as one might suppose.
Aldridge says that most non-Hispanic
students he has known at UTPA knew
background information about the school
before enrolling and didn't experience

much surprise.
“It can be a shock, however, when
people have lived in only one place and
think that one culture reflects basic
human nature,” Aldridge said. “The
revelation that people other places see
things differently can take some getting
used to.”
Since the Valley is over 80 percent
Hispanic, this can be difficult for people
to get used to if they come from an area
where Spanish is not spoken by many.
“Folks who are part of a majority
overall in the United States and come
here, might feel some discomfort, but
given the basic friendly attitude that most
people have in the Valley, I would think
that any discomfort would soon
disappear,” Pozorski said.
Still, there are those who come down
south and are unable to adjust. Though
the attrition rate of newcomers has not
been tabulated, there are always some
who leave soon after the arrive.
“That [cultural uncomfortableness]

really depends on the person,” Aldridge
said. “I have known some AngloAmericans who almost couldn't stand
finding themselves in a minority, and I
have known others who didn't seem to
even notice.”
Pozorski agrees that much is accounted
for by the perception of an individual and
that many Anglos would not be
comfortable being lumped into one group,
for some may have their own perceptions
about where they might belong, i.e. Irish
people vs. Italian people.
“Still others, like myself, don't
particularly view people as part of ethnic
groups,” he said. “This is partly because
their own background is very mixed
ethnically speaking and partly because
they view people as individuals whom
they can like or dislike based on personal
traits or characteristics, rather than on any
ethnic basis.”
Pozorski regularly takes students to
Peru for fieldwork and the culture shock

See NEWCOMERS page 4
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Green beats White in annual game
By ED CHRNKO
The Pan American
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sports

The annual University of Texas-Pan
American Green and White baseball game, celebrated before 200 fans Saturday at the
Edinburg Baseball Stadium, finished with a
dramatic 2-1 win for the Green team.
With the score tied 1-1 in the bottom of the
ninth inning, one out, and a man on second
base, sophomore outfielder Otis Powers (2 for
4) drilled a double to left center field against
relief pitcher Johnny Gibson to score Ricky
Broyles (2 for 4) to win the game.
Powers rounded first base pumping his arms
into the air, while the Green team ran onto the
field to greet Broyles at home plate.
"It’s exciting," Powers said. "It’s a good
stepping stone for going into the season.
Everybody looked good today. It was a good
game."
Pitching and defense were the name of the
game Saturday.
"We played great defense," head coach
Willie Gawlik said. "There was some outstanding plays. It was a well played game."
The Green team’s pitchers combined to hold
their fellow teammates on the White squad to
two hits and did not allow a hit in the last
seven innings of the game.
Meanwhile, the White team’s pitchers scattered six hits, but couldn’t hold on in the bottom of the ninth.
"It was a great game defensively, pitching,"
Powers said.
Powers was happy to be playing in the traditional UTPA Green and White game, not just

Bees

because of tradition, but also because it gives
them a chance to play. The regular season
starts in early spring.
"I like it a lot. It gives us a chance to go
show our fans what we got coming into the
season," Powers said. "It’s always good to
come out to the ballpark and just play some
ball."
The White team scored their only run on a
leadoff home run to left field by junior Juan
Sáenz.
The Green came back to tie the game in the
bottom of the sixth frame when freshman
Brian Ballew scored from third base on a
ground out by Broyles.
UTPA head coach Gawlik was satisfied with
what he saw on the field although he wasn’t
familiar with the tradition of the game.
"We made no physical mistakes, we didn’t
have any errors, we did everything right, the
pitchers threw, it’s a 2-1 game, it’s a great way
to end it," Gawlik said. "This is my first one
(Green and White game) so I don’t know anything about the tradition of it. All I can say is
what we did out here today was a great game,
it was evenly matched, and this what you want,
a good ball game to wrap things up."
The Broncs will open up the 2004 season on
Jan. 31 with a two-game homestand against
Texas State-San Marcos followed by the UTPA
Al Ogletree Classic beginning Feb. 1 against
Lamar, Kansas and Sam Houston State.
Pan Am’s schedule will be a lot tougher this
season. The Broncs go up against big schools
such as Washington State, Arkansas, Texas,
Arizona and Oklahoma over the course of the
2004 season.

continued from page 16

allowing only one power play to sneak by
him, and was awarded the first star of the
game.
Levy, whose 39 stops against the Saints
broke his season high, says there were
several different reasons why his
performance in net was so strong.
“Everything was going well that night,”
Levy said. “The play in front of me was
better, the ice was better, the building
wasn’t as hot. I felt better I was seeing the
puck better and the defense was helping
me clear rebounds and clear men in front.
And we were just stronger defensively.”
The Bees will continue their schedule on
Friday, traveling to Austin to take on the
Ice Bats, who are currently in last place in
the Southeast Division.
The Bees, who have picked up at least
one point in every match since their season
opener loss to San Angelo, will look to
extend their streak in the Bat Cave.
But head coach Tracy Egeland, isn’t
satisfied with just picking up one point for
an overtime loss or tie. He would like to
string together some two-point victories.
“We want to put five or six wins in a
row here and really get things going,”
Egeland said.
It’s early in the season, but Egeland
knows that the Bees need to climb early if
they are going to finish in the top of their
division.
“We’re in a very competitive division, it
might be the most competitive in the
league,” Egeland said. “We’re all going to
Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American be rivals, and it’s going to be a fight for the
playoffs spots right to the end of the year.”
A Killer Bee defender swarms in on center Jay
The Bees will return home Saturday
Woodcroft during the home opener Oct. 31 at the
evening to face the Laredo Bucks, who at
Dodge Arena.
7-1, lead the CHL.

Photo by Ed Chrnko/The Pan American

UTPA freshman pitcher Chad Linder threw one inning of shutout ball in the fourth inning
against the White team to help the Green team win 2-1 Saturday at Edinburg Stadium.

"We have a great schedule," Gawlik said.
"It’s a lot more demanding than last year and
we had a great schedule last year."
The difficulty of the schedule is something
the Broncs have to face in order to get consideration for an NCAA bid.
"For us to have an opportunity to be consid-

ered by the NCAA, we have to play that type
of schedule," Gawlik explained. "If you don’t
play a good schedule, even though you win,
you’re not going to be considered."
As an Independent team, UTPA has to play
harder than other teams that have conference

See BASEBALL page 14
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WOMEN’S HOOPS

VOLLEYBALL

Despite a second-place
finish at the Independent
Championships at West
Guth Park in Corpus Christi
Saturday, the UTPA men’s
cross-country team was disappointed.
“Overall, we were a little
disappointed,” cross country
head coach Ricky Vaughn
said. “We thought we could
win it.”
The men’s team finished
eight points behind tournament winner Texas A&MCorpus Christi.
On the women’s side,
coach Vaughn was satisfied
with their fourth-place finish.
“We’re pretty well
pleased with our efforts,”
Vaughn said. “We have a lot
of freshmen trying to make
the transition from high
school to college cross
country.”
The team is now turning
its focus to the NCAA South
Central regionals Nov. 15 at
Baylor.
“That’s our focus for the
whole year,” Vaughn said.
“It’s the only meet that matters really. Everything
we’ve done up to this point
is leading up to this meet.

The Lady Broncs are
gearing up for the 2003-04
season and will face their
first test in the form of the
Houston Elite, a “highly
skilled” traveling exhibition
team.
UTPA will take on the
Elite on Friday at 7 p.m. at
the Field House.
Head coach DeAnn
Craft, who has competed
against the Elite before, is
excited about the Lady
Broncs getting a chance to
sharpen their skills against a
team like Houston.
“We’re going to play it
up,” Craft said. “It would
give us a false sense if we
didn’t. We’re up to that.
That’s why we brought in
the best exhibition team.”
The Elite is composed of
former Division I players,
including guards Debra
Williams and Shantel
Hardison, the starting backcourt of the Louisiana Tech
team that won the national
championship a few years
ago.
“We won’t face two better players in that position,”
Craft said. “We don’t want
a false reading of where
we’re at this year.”

After sweeping Texas
A&M-Kingsville Tuesday in
their home finale, UTPA
improved to 16-12 with six
matches left in the season.
“It’s always great to end
your season with a win,”
head coach Dave Thorn said.
The Lady Broncs have a
chance to surpass the 19-win
seasons of 1996 and 2000.
“We could (win more
than 19), if we take care of
business,” Thorn said. “I like
the position the team is in.”
The volleyball team’s
winning ways have been a
collective effort and something that coach Thorn is
happy about.
“Players are stepping in
and has been that way the
past couple of weeks,”
Thorn said. “We can’t
always rely on the starting
six.”
Thorn and the rest of the
team has their sights set on
the Independent tournament
at the end of the season.
“It’ll give us a chance
(the last games of the season) to get ready for the
Independent tournament,”
Thorn explained.
Last year, IPFW eliminated UTPA from the tournament.

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American

Special to The Pan American

The Stallions flag football team of UTPA was crowned Valley Bowl champion.

UTPA wins Valley Bowl
By ED CHRNKO
The Pan American
The Stallions, one of The University
of Texas-Pan American’s three representatives in the inaugural Valley
Bowl flag football championship,
were crowned champions Saturday.
The two-time UTPA Rec-Sports
flag football champion Stallions
played five straight games and defeated The University of TexasBrownsville Scorpions 26-18.
The victory qualified the Stallions
for the regional flag football tournament which will be held in Waco with
hopes of qualifying for the national
championships in New Orleans Dec.
26-31.
The inaugural Valley Bowl drew a
bit of a crowd to the new Rec-Sports
fields located next to Bronc Village.

Lady Broncs end season
By MATT HALL
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American women’s tennis team won
three matches on the final day of the
fall season at the Texas-San Antonio
Fall Invitational at the UTSA Tennis
Complex.
The Lady Broncs competed well and
even had a consolation champion
emerge from the rubble. In singles,
freshman Vanessa Hedinger beat Felipa
Figueirdo of Texas A&M-Corpus
Christi, 6-1, 7-5 to win the Flight 1
consolation championship.
Head coach Eduardo Provencio is
starting to hear positive things from
competing coaches.
"I think the girls were frustrated with
how they had been playing, but in the
grand scheme of things I think they
have come along or at least that is what
other coaches are commenting on how
they have improved quite a bit,"
Provencio said. "I think it is something
to be proud of, I think it is good they
are getting frustrated with themselves.
I think the expectations have been
raised and they are finally starting to
buy into it."
In doubles action Pan Am made a

mark, but fell a little short of becoming
champion.
Julie Fife and Elysia Sloan beat
Viridiana Montiel and Nancy Ortiez of
Laredo, 8-2 in the consolation semifinals at Flight 2. In the consolation
final, they lost to Lana Burton and
Felipa Figueirdo of TAMUCC, 8-3.
The green-and-orange now has a
one-week vacation to rest their bodies
and get caught up on schoolwork
before they begin a tough off-season
program.
Provencio believes this off-season is
important and knows he is shorthanded
right now.
"Right now we have an incomplete
squad and we are trying to fill spots on
the team. A lot of things will be shaken
up in the next couple of months and
that will determine what our goals will
end up being," said Provencio. "In the
off-season I think our goal though for
the girls we have on the squad is to get
them to a level that is comparable to
what the Southland Conference teams
are able to do."
Unlike the men’s team, the Lady
Broncs are an independent team in tennis, but they do compete against the
majority of the tougher teams in the
Southland Conference. Provencio

Page 3

College students favor Bush, Harvard poll says

UTPA
Sports
Update
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believes that through hard work his
team can compete with the best in that
conference.
"The conference, on the women’s
side, is 13 teams. We haven’t gotten a
chance to see all the teams; we have
only seen a fraction of them. The ones
we have seen have been at the top of
the conference. Vanessa’s win over the
girl from Texas-San Antonio’s No. 1 in
straight sets was a real good indicator,"
said Provencio. "If we continue to
work hard with everyone, who knows,
maybe it’s an opportunity that when we
get to play those teams we get to show
them we can hang with you guys."
UTPA will face a challenging schedule in the spring. The Lady Broncs will
have home matches against The
University of Texas-Arlington and
TAMUCC. They will also travel to
Daytona Beach for a tournament in
March.
Overall, Provencio was pleased with
the green-and-orange this semester, and
cannot wait for the next season to get
here.
"I am proud of the girls," Provencio
expressed. "They had a great fall season. We are looking forward to getting
into the off-season and making them
better for the spring."

“It was a decent turnout,” RecSports assistant coordinator Art
Cabrera said.
Eight teams from Pan Am, TSTC,
The University of Texas-Brownsville,
and STCC participated in the day long
event.
Next year, the tournment is expected to expand and include additional
teams from other South Texas universities.
“We’re hoping to extend invitations
to Laredo, Corpus, and Kingsville,”
Rec-Sports assistant Art Cabrera said.
The Stallions went 7-1 in the tournament.
In the last game of double-elimination play, the Stallions beat the
Scorpions 27-12 that evened their
records and forced a final game.
The other Pan Am representatives
were the Gamblers and the Vipers.

Baseball

continued from page 15

affiliation.
"Every game is important.
You got to go out and play,"
Gawlik said. "With us being
an independent, you’ve got to
play to win every game. We
have to play every game like
it’s a playoff game."

In addition to their tough
schedule, Pan Am will continue its rivalry with the
Reynosa Broncos of the
Mexican Baseball League.
UTPA will face Reynosa in
the annual border bash on
March 3 in Reynosa at 7 p.m.

Green & White Box Score

UTPA White
UTPA Green
Win - Broyles

RH E
010 000 000
-1 2 0
000 001 001
-2 6 0
Loss - Gibson

2003-2004 UTPA Women’s
Basketball Schedule
Date
11/7
11/21
11/22
11/25
11/29
12/5
12/6
12/14
12/17
12/19
12/28
12/31
1/2
1/7

Opponent
Date
Houston Elite (Exhib.) 1/9
Air Force
1/11
Boise State/Dayton
1/13
TAMUI
1/22
St. Edward’s
1/24
St. Louis
1/27
Kansas State/Sac.
1/31
Oral Roberts
2/3
Texas
2/9
Marshall
2/16
Tulsa
2/19
Prairie View A&M
2/24
UT-Arlington
2/28
Sacramento State
3/3

HOME GAMES IN BOLD

Opponent
San Diego State
Louisiana-Lafayette
SE Louisiana
SW Missouri State
TAMUCC
Incarnate Word
IPFW
Northern Colorado
Prairie View A&M
Louisiana-Lafayette
IPFW
TAMUCC
SE Louisiana
Northern Arizona

Three years ago, the United States
inaugurated a new president. With President
George W. Bush’s term coming to an end in
2004, there is now time for individuals to reflect
on what events have occurred over the last three
years and the job he has done. Tragedies have
arisen, the strength of a nation has been tested,
and during all this, people have tried to live their
daily lives unnerved.
However, while polls have found that the
public’s view of President Bush had dropped as
of late, this doesn’t hold true with the nation’s
college students. According to a nationwide
survey conducted by Harvard University, Bush
has more approval from college students than he
does from the public.
Harvard’s Institute of Politics found that 61
percent of college students approve of the work
Bush has done over the last three years, which is
approximately 10 percent higher than the
public’s approval rating.
Although most students approve of Bush's
work overall, students who participated in the
national poll also showed concerns about certain
policies. Eighty-seven percent said the Bush
administration has been hiding something, or is
not telling the whole truth about Iraq.
Mary Solis, a UTPA junior, majoring in
business, said that although she does have
concerns about the decisions the government is
making for the future of the nation, she does not
have large complaints.
“I think that the Bush administration has been
doing a good job at keeping the public informed
about issues,” Solis said. “I don’t vote, I know I

Ronald Reagan. Younger college students,
should but I would be interested in hearing
debates among the candidates about welfare and especially Texans and Westerners, might feel
that they relate to Bush even though the policies
the living conditions of the people.”
may not relate to people their age.
Dan Glickman, director of the Institute of
Glickman, who served as agriculture secretary
Politics at Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of
in the Clinton administration, said the survey
Government, agreed that while Bush's approval
indicates that the support of more than 9 million
rating has declined nationally, it has held fairly
college students, all of them eligible to vote for
steady among students. And he suggested that
the first time, is up for grabs in the next
these results might surprise people.
presidential election.
“The conventional view that the majority of
“This poll is a
America's college students
warning shot to all
are Democratic and that
candidates and political
they care little about
parties: Engage the
politics is clearly
This poll is a warning
nation's 9 million
disproved by this new
college students or
poll,” Glickman told
shot to all candidates
watch them vote for
reporters at a breakfast
and political parties:
your opponent,”
sponsored by the Christian
Engage the nation's 9
Glickman said.
Science Monitor.
Young voters
The thoughts of Dr.
million college students
generally pay more
Jerry Polinard, chair of the
or watch them vote for
attention to issues
UTPA Political Science
your opponent
rather than to particular
department, clash with
candidates, Glickman
Glickman’s claims. He
continued. He also
stated that he believes one
- Dan Glickman,
Harvard official
believed that though
cause for these high
the students lean
numbers may be collegetoward the president,
age individuals’ response
they are independent but concerned about war
in the aftermath of the Clinton administration.
and the economy.
“With President Clinton, college students
Polinard, stated that it is always the collegewere exposed to a high publicized scandal,”
age group that shows the least political interest
Polinard said. “Between the sex crimes and
than any other age group.
impeachment hearings, they may be reacting to
For instance, the poll also asked, “Have you
the impact of that, rather than stating they
ever read or participated in a presidential
approve of Bush.”
campaign blog?” Ninety-six percent of students
Polinard continued to say that Bush has the
“Texas cowboy” image that appeals to people in answered no.
“Every spring, UTPA holds SGA elections,”
a manner similar to that of former President

“

“
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Polinard said. "Now this affects the people
involved, and the maybe 20 percent of the
students voting, but most students are more
concerned about how to pass their political
science class or get a job rather than national
issues.
“People become more engaged when there is
dissatisfaction,” he continued. “If there are
national issues that cause them to take notice,
then students will be more likely to get involved.
But then again, I don’t know if that’s a fact.”
Another part of the Harvard poll asked
whether students would vote for Bush against a
generic Democrat next year. Thirty-nine percent
chose Bush, while 34 percent said they would
prefer voting for the Democrat. The opposition
party held a debate in Boston this week, and
more are planned in the near future.
Polinard explained how a 1991 survey
showed that students were not as favorable with
Republican President Bush. Because of the long
line of Republicans in office before Bush, the
low marks may have been caused by the desire
for a different party to be in office, a fatigue
factor of sorts.
“Ironically, the favorable opinions of Bush
may have nothing to do with what Bush has
done,” he continued. “But rather, it could have
been because of the environment that the
Democratic president was involved in with the
scandal and all.”
Of course it is always possible that the student
support of Bush, as some sociologists have
suggested, is a harbinger of a growing
conservatism among college-age students. This
theory notes that the momentum the Left gained
after the 1960s with young people may be
eroding.

Halloween flu shots attempt to bolster health
By OSCAR GARZA
The Pan American
The well-being and health of UTPA
students are important to their future, and
students had a chance to see to that Oct.
31.
On that day, Student Health Services
offered free flu shots to any UTPA
student wearing a full Halloween
costume. The turnout was impressive, so
good that some students had to wait in
line for up to 20 minutes.
But what is the big fuss about this
whole flu thing anyway? Healthlink.com
reports that last year more than 20,000
people died as a result of infection with
the flu and associated complications.
History shows that the great flu epidemic
in the early 1900s, especially 1918-1919,
killed more than 40 million people
worldwide.
Recently, it was reported that the state
of Texas leads the nation in incidence of
flu, and the city of Houston has the most
cases nationwide.
The most obvious questions would be,
What exactly is the flu, or influenza, and
who is at risk of getting it? Influenza is a
highly contagious respiratory disease
caused by a virus that infects various
parts of the human body, including the
lungs.
A carrier of the flu spreads the virus by
coughing, sneezing, and even talking. It
can be transmitted by direct hand contact
as well. The groups that are at high risk
are the elderly, adults and children with

chronic disease such as diabetes, asthma,
emphysema, and kidney disease, and
pregnant women in their second or third
trimester. Those with weakened immune
systems (HIV & cancer patients) and
health care workers are also at risk.
So what do UTPA students think about
the flu season? The general consensus
seemed to be that of worry free. Raul
Cabrera seemed not to concern himself
with the flu season at all. His easygoing
attitude about the subject really
summarized the feelings of the other
students around him.
“We are usually concerned with things
that are extraordinary; the flu seems to be
very common,” said Cabrera.
L.I.L. Gonzalez was there to take the
shot, and talked about the procedure.
“They ask several questions first, like
are you pregnant and have you had any
vaccines in the last four months, and
then, its just a little prick on the right
arm.”
Gonzalez got the flu shot because he
wanted to avoid getting sick and it was
free, and he also stated that the shot did
not hurt.
“No, if it happens it happens,”
Gonzalez said. “It was like accidentally
hitting yourself, but not so much to
where you would cry.”
On the national level, people are
becoming more concerned with harmful
biological agents. With the threat of
terrorism and the anthrax scare,
Americans have gone from panic mode to
a quasi-panic mode. People are not

OUCH!—
RN
Claudia
Garza
administers
a flu shot
to UTPA
sophomore
Wendy
Guerra
Oct. 31.
Texas
leads the
nation in
number of
flu cases,
with the
city of
Houston
first.
Shots were
free for
students
wearing a
costume.

Linda Flores/The Pan American

buying up duct tape and plastic sheets
anymore, but the talk is still there.
Some are still scared about the anthrax
scare, while in reality, the flu is a much
more realistic concern. Everybody is still

a potential victim to the micro. The flu
season extends into early March most
years, so getting a shot like the students
did this Halloween will probably help
them avoid the virus altogether.
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Campus
VO I C E

Have ever purchased
textbooks online?
Horacio Elizondo
Math
Senior
Yes, it is a lot cheaper and you don’t
have to spend time in a line to pay. Also,
it’s easier to get the books.

Marissa Alarcon
Rehab. Services
Sophomore
No, I always get them at the bookstore, I
get them right away.

WOMEN’S

Page 4
continued from page 1

with me. It will haunt me forever,” she
said in a broken voice.
She said that the subject of Women’s
Studies has been mentioned in separate
forums, ones that are less emotional
without stories about grieving
grandmothers. More intellectual forums
allow individuals to discuss education and
the various opportunities it brings
students.
“The Valley has suffered from the socalled ‘brain drain’ for generations. Valley
sons, and in particular Valley daughters,
because they are scattered around the
nation competing for jobs,” she said.
“Valley daughters are unable to find
good-paying jobs in they Valley, at home
with their families because there aren’t
any opportunities for them here in ‘el
Magico’ of the Rio Grande,” she said.
Garza-Falcon called the Valley a
magical place, yet not a place as of now
where dreams can be realized.
There are however, Garza-Falcon said,
women within the walls of UTPA that
have made her dreams come true and
have paved the way for her success, as
well as other South Texas women. She
thanked professor Hermila Anzandula,
founder of the Social Work department,

NEWCOMERS
Janie Maldonado
Sociology
Senior
No, I distrust the rumors about
purchasing things over the Internet.

Yolanda Gonzalez
CIS
Junior
Yes, because I didn’t find the book I
was looking for in the local libraries,
so I had to purchase it online.

Joe Ben Elizondo
Marketing
Junior
No, I’m skeptical of giving my credit card
information over the Internet.

Dr. Sylvia Dominguez of the Spanish and
Portuguese program, Dr. Sylvia Lujan
who was the first Mexican-American
administrator at UTPA, and Sister Mary
Schaeffer, formally of the mathematics
department, for their dedication and work
that she believes needs to be
acknowledged. The women she
recognized helped build UTPA, and
without their help the women of South
Texas would not be able to accomplish
what they have done, she said.
“They do work without recognition,
with quiet dignity,” said Garza-Falcon. “If
you want to establish a Women’s Studies
program in this school, it should be
named after them."
Currently, the Women’s Studies
Developmental Planning Committee is
conducting research for courses and
searching for topics to be included for a
possible minor possibly available as soon
as February 2004.
In the past, meetings and forums have
established funding and numbers of
capable, interested faculty as some of the
barriers in the way of such a program.
They have also discussed possible homes
for the program. Sociology and social
work are two possible homes.

continued from page 1

there is greater, mainly because of the
many differences with the United States
in terms of weather, climate, and culture.
Anyone coming to a different area has to
go through a certain adjustment period.
“Perhaps the biggest shock for
outsiders coming to the Valley is the
prevalence of Spanish, though that
situation is changing over much of the
U.S. as well,” he said.
This all has to deal with the attitude
Pozorski tries to stress when discussing
ethnicity or race in his classes. The
concepts of race and ethnicity can be
very subjective and problematic, often
leading to misunderstanding and conflict.
With the growing population of
Hispanics in the United States and the
increasing number of students at UTPA,
there could be a chance for further
diversity to reach the campus and
students. There are now 38 million
people categorized as Hispanic in the
country. The current enrollment at UTPA
is 15,889. Though the area was largely
Anglo several generations ago, it is
dominated by Hispanic culture today.
“Although I do not foresee a day when
Hispanics in the Valley become a
minority per se, we are seeing signs of
ethnic diversity right now,” Pozorski
said. “There are growing numbers of
people from the Indian subcontinent,
from the Middle East, from Eastern
Europe, and other parts of the world who
are either going to school here or who
have made a home here.”
In other words, we are becoming more
diverse, but the overwhelming majority
of people here would still be classified as
Hispanic. A recent study showed that 74
percent of the households in McAllen
speak Spanish.
Despite the influx of new groups from
other areas, Aldridge says that diversity
will not substantially increase in the Rio
Grande Valley unless the economy
changes.
“The great multiethnic centers like
New York and Chicago got that way

because they attracted people from all
over the world in search of a better
economic future,” he said. “Unless the
Valley comes to offer some similar
economic advantage, I wouldn't expect it
to draw a great diversity of people.”
Recent attempts to diversify the
economy have resulted in low-tech firms
coming to the area. There is also the
chance that either Brownsville or
Harlingen will be the site for a Boeing
parts assembly plant by 2005. But for
now, the Valley is struggling to reinvent
itself in the wake of the relative demise
of the agriculture industry, and the flight
of many maquiladoras to Asia to take
advantage of cheaper labor.
Though individuals are generally
known as Hispanics in South Texas, even
those individuals have divisions among
themselves ethnically speaking.
Sometimes there are people who
differentiate themselves into geographical
ethnicities such as Cuban Americans,
Mexican Americans, Puerto Rican
American or Hispanics from other
countries in Central or South America.
Lumping all of them together could
also create some problems or mixtures
that might lead to misunderstandings as
well. With the different divisions that
people construct, location can cause
divisions as well.
Aldridge believes that Anglos, African
Americans, and even Hispanics raised in
the Valley differ from students of the
same group raised other places. His own
children were born in McAllen, educated
entirely in Edinburg public schools, and
have lived their lives fully in the Rio
Grande Valley.
“My son graduated from Edinburg
North last year and my daughter is a
senior this year,” Aldridge said. “Almost
all of their friends are Hispanic, but I
rarely hear the issue of ethnicity come
up. Maybe I'm wrong, but seems more
like they all consider the Valley their
common home and common culture, and
consider it different from anywhere else.”

Sports
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Upcoming UTPA
Schedule
Friday, Nov. 7
Women’s basketball vs. Houston
Elite at Field House (exhibition
game), 7 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 8
Men’s basketball vs. Houston
Quest at Field House (exhibition
game), 7:30 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 10
Game 1: Volleyball at Prairie View
A&M, Noon
Game 2: Volleyball at Texas
Southern, 4 p.m.

UTPA Men's Flag
Football
Playoff Results and Schedule
Monday, Oct. 27
Vipers 27, Mudd Dawgs 12
Meat Heads 41, Iron Maiden 16
Stallions 19, Xacutioners 14
Wednesday, Oct. 29
Stallions 27, Vipers 25
Gamblers 34, The Bucs 19
Gamblers 32, Meatheads 16
Championship Game
Monday, Nov. 3
Stallions 18, Gamblers 16

UTPA Co-Rec
Volleyball
Tournament
Results and Schedule
Tuesday, Oct. 28
H&K Club def. Bulls, 15-9, 15-10
Bhats def. Phi Kaps, 15-11, 15-12
Troopers def. Concise, 9-15, 1512, 15-13
Thursday, Oct. 30
Vipers def. The Bhats, 15-12, 15-7
H&K def. Tigers, 15-10, 15-13
Tuesday, Nov. 4
Vipers def. H&K, 15-9, 15-8
Vipers def. Concise, 15-7, 7-15,
15-4
Championship Game
Thursday, Nov. 6
Vipers vs. Troopers, Noon

SPORTS CLIPBOARD
Lancaster named
assistant a.d.

“Westly’s been running
really well again this year,”
Vaughn said. “He still has a
couple of meets left and can
do very well in those.”
Senior Hugo Cervantes
came in fourth with a time

Head athletic trainer Jim
Lancaster was recently promoted to assistant athletic
director for sports medicine.
Lancaster served as the
athletic trainer for 22 years
and was responsible for
overseeing all the functions
and aspects of athletic
training and sports medicine.

Keating crowned
two-time champ

Results and Schedule
Tuesday, Nov. 4
Kappa Sigma vs. Rubber Duckies,
double forfeit
Vipers 27, Los Taquaches 6
Slammers 5, Metal Militia 0
Tuesday, Nov. 11
Kappa Sigma vs. Taquaches, 7
Slammers vs. Rubber Duckies, 8
Metal Militia vs. Vipers, 9

Co-Rec Softball
“A” League
Results and Schedule
Wednesday, Nov. 5
Bronc Exp. vs. B. Brigade #3, late
B. Brigade #1 vs. Conejos, late
B. Brigade #2 vs. EBE, late
Wednesday, Nov. 12
Bronc Exp. vs. B. Brigade #1, 7
EBE vs. B. Brigade #3, 8
B. Brigade #2 vs. Conejos, 9

Co-Rec Softball
“B” League
Thursday, Nov. 6
Biohazard Red Cubs vs. Vipers, 7
Elite vs. Rattlers, 8
Noble Avengers vs. R. Dragons, 9
All games p.m. unless noted.

W
6
5
4
3
3
W
7
3
2
1
W
5
3
2
2
W
6
4
3
3

L
4
1
4
4
5
L
1
3
3
3
L
4
3
5
4
L
1
2
1
3

OTL
0
1
1
0
0
OTL
0
1
1
3
OTL
0
0
1
0
OTL
0
1
2
0

Home
Pittsburgh
Detroit
Cincinnati
Tennessee
Carolina
N.Y. Giants
Kansas City
Jacksonville
Washington
San Diego
Dallas
Oakland
St. Louis
Green Bay

of 26:46.
The Broncs finished second place overall with 39
points. Texas A&M-Corpus
Christi won the tournament
with a score of 31 points.
The Lady Broncs came in

PTS
12
11
9
6
6
PTS
14
7
5
5
PTS
10
6
5
4
PTS
12
9
8
6

Date
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 10

Women’s golf
takes fourth

The Pan American

REPEAT CHAMP— Westly
Keating repeated as champion of
the Independent Cross Country
Championships held Nov. 1.

NFL Week 10 Schedule
Away
Arizona
Chicago
Houston
Miami
Tampa Bay
Atlanta
Cleveland
Indianapolis
Seattle
Minnesota
Buffalo
N.Y. Jets
Baltimore
Philadelphia

fourth (98 pts.). TAMUCC
was first with 25 points.

Karate featured
this weekend

The University of TexasPan American All-American
Westly Keating won his second straight Independent
cross country championship
Saturday after finishing in
first placewith a time of
25:12 at the Independent
Championships at West
Guth Park in Corpus Christi.
In addition, Keating picked
up the Independent Runner
of the Year honors.
UTPA head coach Ricky
Vaughn was pleased with
his star’s performance.

Northwest
Oklahoma City
Wichita
Tulsa
Colorado
New Mexico
Northeast
Memphis
Indianapolis
Bossier-Shreveport
Fort Worth
Southwest
San Angelo
Lubbock
Odessa
Amarillo
Southeast
Laredo
Corpus Christi
RGV Killer Bees
Austin

Valley High School
Football

The UTPA women’s golf
team placed fourth at the
14-team Ellinson Fall
Classic Tuesday at Sam
Houston State to wrap up
the fall season.
The Lady Broncs finished
the tournament with a 54hole total of 948 to finish
just two strokes behind
third-place McNeese State.
TAMUCC took first place.

2003 CHL Standings
UTPA Men’s
Softball League
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Time
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
4:05 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.

The Sixth Annual Master
Bob Davis karate championships will be held
Saturday at the UTPA
Health and Physical
Education Building #2 at
noon.
Various styles of Martial
Arts will be displayed such
as Tae Kwon Do, Judo,
Aikido, Tai Chi, and
weapons demonstrations.

Mexican Soccer League
Team
U.N.A.M.
Tigres
Pachuca
U.A.G.
Atlante
América
Necaxa
Santos
Toluca
Morelia
Irapuato
Monterrey
Cruz Azul
Veracruz
Guadalajara
Chiapas
Puebla
Atlas
Club San Luis
Querétaro
Group I
27 - Pachuca
24 - Toluca
21 - Monterrey
17 - Puebla
15 - Atlas

W-D-L
9-4-3
9-3-3
7-6-3
8-3-5
7-5-4
7-4-5
6-7-3
6-6-4
7-3-5
7-2-7
6-4-6
5-6-5
5-6-5
6-3-7
6-2-8
5-4-7
4-5-7
4-3-9
2-5-9
1 - 3 - 12

GF:GA
27:18
32:17
23:18
25:21
26:17
29:22
21:17
35:25
26:18
21:24
22:28
29:27
21:24
27:32
25:26
20:31
20:24
26:30
19:30
15:40

Group II
31 - U.N.A.M.
27 - U.A.G.
25 - América
24 - Santos
6 - Querétaro

PTS
31
30
27
27
26
25
25
24
24
23
22
21
21
21
20
20
17
15
11
6

Scorer / Team
R. Navia, MOR
A. Fernandes, MTY
C.M. Morales, ATS
J.S. Cardozo, TOL
E. Mora, VCZ
A. Moreno, NCX
W. Gaitán, TIG
E. Marcón, UAG
L.G. Rey, ATE
L.I. Quinteros, PUE
A. Silvera, TIG
J. Borgetti, SAN
C. Blanco, AME
C. Ochoa, QUE
G. Franco, MTY
A. González, IRA
J. Lozano, UNAM
I. Iñiguez, MOR
13 tied with 5 goals

Group III
30 - Tigres
23 - Morelia
21 - Cruz Azul
19 - Chiapas
11 - San Luis

G
11
11
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
6
6
6

Group IV
26 - Atlante
25 - Necaxa
22 - Irapuato
21 - Veracruz
20-Guadalajara

Week 16 results Nov. 1-2: Chiapas 2, Irapuato 2; Toluca 6, América 0;
Tigres 4, Atlas 1; Morelia 2, Santos 4; Guadalajara 0, Monterrey 2;
Necaxa 0, U.A.G. 0; Pachuca 0, Atlante 0; U.N.A.M. 2, Cruz Azul 1;
Querétaro 4, San Luis 4; Puebla 3, Veracruz 4.
Week 17 schedule Nov. 8-9: Chiapas vs. Pachuca; Veracruz vs.
U.N.A.M.; Monterrey vs. Necaxa; San Luis vs. Tigres; Atlas vs. Toluca;
América vs. Guadalajara; Irapuato vs. Cruz Azul; Atlante vs. Morelia;
Santos vs. Querétaro; U.A.G. vs. Puebla.

District 31-4A
Sharyland
Edinburg
x-PSJA High
Mission
PSJA Mem.
Mission Vet.
Roma

Record Overall
4-1
8-1
4-1
7-1
4-1
5-3
3-2
4-4
2-3
2-7
1-5
1-8
0-5
1-8

District 32-4A
x-Edcouch-Elsa
x-Bro. Porter
Harlingen S.
Los Fresnos
Mercedes
Bro. López
Weslaco East

Record Overall
5-0
6-2
5-1
8-1
4-1
5-4
2-3
4-4
1-4
3-5
1-4
1-7
0-5
1-8

District 31-5A
y-Economedes
PSJA North
Nikki Rowe
McAllen High
La Joya
McAllen Mem.
Edinburg North
RGC

Record Overall
6–0
7–1
5–1
8–1
4–2
6–2
4–2
5–3
3–3
5–4
2–4
2–7
0–6
2–6
0–6
1–7

District 32-5
Record Overall
x-Harlingen
4-1
5-3
x-Bro. Rivera
4-1
5-4
Donna
3-2
6-3
Bro. Pace
3-3
5-4
Bro. Hanna
2-3
5-4
San Benito
2-3
4-4
Weslaco
0-5
0-8
y-clinched district title
x-clinched playoff berth
Week 10 Schedule
Thursday, Nov. 6
District 31-5A
PSJA North at McAllen High
District 32-5A
Donna at Weslaco High
Friday, Nov. 7
District 31-5A
McAllen Memorial at Nikki Rowe
Edinburg North at Río Grande Valley
Economedes vs. La Joya
District 32-5A
Harlingen High at Bro. Hanna
Bro. Rivera at San Benito
Open Date: Bro. Pace
District 31-4A
Roma at Edinburg High
Sharyland at Mission High
PSJA Memorial at PSJA High
Open Date: Mission Memorial
District 32-4A
Bro. López at Mercedes
Harlingen South at Edcouch-Elsa
Los Fresnos at Weslaco East
Open Date: Bro. Porter
District 32-3A
Hidalgo at Raymondville
La Feria at Lyford
Río Hondo at Progreso
Open Date: Port Isabel
District 32-2A
La Villa at Odem
Banquete at Santa Rosa
All games are at 7:30 p.m.

Valley Football Top 10
Team
1. Economedes
2. PSJA North
3. Edcouch-Elsa
4. Bro. Porter
5. Bro. Rivera
6. Sharyland
7. Edinburg
8. Lyford
9. La Feria
10. Port Isabel

Record
7-1
8-1
6-2
8-1
5-4
8-1
7-1
6-3
7-1
6-3

Pvs
2
3
4
1
5
6
10
7

Note: Poll by The Valley Morning Star
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Rogers recall idea mirrors California caper
By VANESSA LUCIO
The Pan American
It didn’t take long for California’s political shenanigans to
inspire copycats.
Former McAllen fire chief Anthony Rogers made an
announcement last month concerning his effort to recall Mayor
Leo Montalvo and the city commissioners. Rogers was relieved
of his duties, and then came up with the idea of a recall.
This idea has many Valley citizens wondering about the future
of the electoral process.
Dr. Jose Hinojosa, interim program director for the Masters of
Public Administration Program at the University of Texas-Pan
American, commented recently on the impact of Rogers’ attempt.
“After this recall effort, what will be allowed to happen?”
Hinojosa asked. “Things will get really bent out of shape every
time the city council meets in McAllen from here on out.”
The California case with former Gov. Grey Davis, where actor
Arnold Schwarzenegger ended up the new chief, has people
buzzing. But just what is a recall?
A recall is where a group of citizens in a city call for an
election to represent a new official, before the regular term is
complete.
Rogers sent a letter to California governor-elect
Schwarzenegger for advice in the recall effort because of his lack
of experience in this arena.
According to Hinojosa, “In California, Gray Davis was very

popular, however, he inherited a huge debt and it does not look
good over there either. Recalls can sometimes make a situation
worse.”
Many would argue that with the state’s budget crisis, electricity
woes, and controversial stances Davis took on immigration, he
was not that popular. And the election results seem to show this is
the case, as he was soundly routed.
How does an issue move from the minds of angry citizens to a
blatant attempt at choosing new officials before their duties are
complete?
It might be as simple as a case of direct democracy versus
representative (indirect) democracy.
According to Neal Tannahill’s “American Government,” direct
democracy is a political system in which citizens vote directly on
matters of public concern.
Representative democracy is a political system in which
citizens elect representatives to make policy decisions on their
behalf.
“There is a lack of understanding of our systematic elected
elections. Not everybody is going to like one decision, there is
always going to be somebody who is unhappy,” stated Hinojosa.
Still, once a recall effort is suggested, there are few people who
actually offer any alternatives to replacing the current person, or
their policies in office.
Hinojosa said that, “Some people are trying to shortcircuit the
system. It makes you want to teach political science class 2313 all
over again.”

Those in favor of the recall idea would disagree, saying that
rather than shortcircuiting the system, they are trying to ensure
that it (the system) works best for the greatest amount of people.
The counter to that opinion is that if people try to oust a leader
every time they disagree with a policy, anarchy could ensue.
Those opposed to the recall procedure prefer to wait until the next
election to make their voices heard.
According to Hinojosa, "Countries like France, Italy, or India
are either under a dictatorship, an anti-party system, or a multiparty system where parties form a consensus. And the ones that
understand the procedure involved with a republic know that we
have it pretty good in the United States."
Regardless of opinions pro or con, this McAllen recall case will
probably not go away. But how will it work here in the Valley?
If Rogers and his group, Citizens for a Better and Safer
McAllen, get the 2,600 signatures they need to have a charter
amendment election to decide whether the recall article should be
added to the city charter, there is one problem.
The charter can only be amended every two years. This has
only happened five times in city history since 1911, and the last
time it went through was in 2002, in regard to selecting the
convention center site.
Rogers will have to wait with his signatures until some time in
2004 and hope that the citizens of McAllen will still be interested
in this matter.
In the meantime, discussion of the validity and worth of recall
itself will continue to flourish.

Science ideas debated Loya speaks at
By JULIAN CAVAZOS
The Pan American
Charles Darwin is considered to be the father of evolution. Due to his findings
reported in ‘The Origin of Species,” biological evolution has evolved from a simple
theory into one that has become both widely accepted and criticized by some.
The work Darwin began in the 1830s is still being refined today, and that is where
classes like UTPA’s Evolutionary Biology come in.
The course has been on the books since 1978, and is currently being taught by Dr.
Brad Henry. The class covers the following main areas: evidence for evolution,
mechanisms of change in populations, species and speciation, and phylogeneticsevolutionary history of lineages.
Henry believes that the theory of evolution is correct, based on biological findings
that have been studied for 150 years. There are challenges to the theory; some based
on theology and others on deficiencies in research or lack of definitive proof. The
majority of biologists, however, stand behind Darwin’s work.
“I believe in evolution. Populations are changing across generations, lineage
splittings are occurring,” said Henry. “DNA is the molecular basis of heredity, and
humans all share common ancestry with other primates.”
Currently a battle is raging in the state of Texas about biology textbooks and the
teaching of evolution in high schools. Proponents of creationism insist that their idea,
that God created the world, runs counter to scientific theories of the big-bang effect.
Others side with a modified version of creationism called intelligent design, which
states that some higher power created the universe, not necessarily God.
The controversy reaches to the root of belief systems, collective epistemologies, and
their transmission through education. It has become one of the hotter debates running.
Opponents of evolution want the alternative theories to be taught alongside that of
Darwin. Proponents of Darwin’s work insist that in a science class, there is no room
for ideologies such as theology. Also, some scientists suggest that weaknesses in the
theory itself be discussed with what they consider an uncritical acceptance of Darwin.
The term evolution is much discussed, but do people really understand what it
means? The Encarta Encyclopedia defines it as, “a complex process by which the
characteristics of living organisms change over many generations as traits are passed
from one generation to the next.”
In other words it means a process of change. According to Darwin, plants, insects,
birds, and mammals all derive from the same primitive ancestor, ancient bacteria.
Those who believe in creationism or intelligent design feel that the existence of a
higher power is eliminated by scientific theorizing.
Though the idea of natural selection and survival of the fittest are bolstered by
clinical evidence, opponents suggest that there is not enough discussion of the
possibility that the system described by science was purposefully created. The
scientific world seems to imply that the whole process of change was an accident of
nature.
UTPA biology professor Robert Edwards says there is no controversy, just
misunderstanding.
“Evolution is a process of change. There is absolutely nothing controversial about
the fact that things change,” said Edwards. “Evolution isn’t a theory. Thus, any time a
person sees an article objecting to the ‘Theory of Evolution,’ it only shows that
someone doesn’t understand the concept.”
In regard to Henry’s class, he says most students seem to react positively, and do
not find the teachings to be offensive.
“My students react with great interest. I can only remember a few students who
were actually offended by evolution,” he said. “They usually refer me to some
creationist website, or give me some literature to ‘save my soul.’”

Chamber event
By EDWINA P. GARZA
The Pan American
A good role model for young Hispanic
entrepreneurs was in town this week.
The McAllen Chamber of Commerce held a
reception for Houston businessman Javier Loya at
the Tower Club Monday evening. Loya, originally
of El Paso, is the president and CEO of CHOICE!
Energy, and is also a limited partner of the NFL’s
Houston Texans.
The Houston Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
recently named Loya the Hispanic Male
Entrepreneur of the Year. He was awarded as a
result of his contribution and innovations that have
helped Hispanic businesses in Houston.
Monday’s reception was hosted by the McAllen
Chamber of Commerce to introduce Loya and his
company to the citizens of McAllen, according to
President Cynthia Sakulenzki.
"Basically, we brought him here to have Hispanics
help other Hispanics," she said.
CHOICE! Energy, founded in 1994, is a leader in
the institutional energy market, and its customer base
consists exclusively of the largest utilities as well as
financial institutions around the world. With its new
division, CHOICE! Energy Services, retail electricity
to commercial and industrial users is now being
offered. It is the only energy company owned by a
Hispanic.
Loya gave a presentation detailing CHOICE!
Energy prices, as well as the history of the company.
The presentation explained what CHOICE! Energy
could offer its future customers of McAllen. Loya
will also be speaking at the Harlingen Chamber of
Commerce.
“It was a successful reception,” Sakulenzki said.
“It’s the first time he has a reception with a Hispanic
chamber.”
Sakulenzki said that Loya, after having the
reception in McAllen, wants to start to “touch base”
with Hispanic chambers statewide.
Loya, a Colombia University graduate, now
serves on the board of directors for the Hispanic
Achievement Place, and is also on the board of Arte
Publico. He is an active member of the Houston
Minority Business Council, the Hispanic Chamber
of Commerce, and Young Entrepreneurs
Organization
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New chess team wins second at Island meet
By ARIANNA VAZQUEZ
The Pan American
Harry Potter plays wizard chess to pass the
obstacles between him and the sorcerer’s stone.
UTPA plays to get a trophy.
One of the newest organizations on campus is
the Chess Club, organized to bring the game’s
excitement to the Upper Valley. To reach this
goal, club members obtained their first trophy at
the 7th Annual Texas Grade and Collegiate
Championships at the South Padre Island
Convention Center last weekend.
The Bronc Chess Club is comprised of 12-15
members who meet twice a week to improve
their skills. Although the club is made up of
mostly freshmen and sophomores, their initiative
to start the organization was based on past
experience.

Gilbert Davila, the president and founder of
the club, is a sophomore history major who
started playing chess when he was 10 years old.
He has continued to follow his passion for the
game into college years. Davila commented that
most club members are former Pharr-San JuanAlamo students from the various high schools
who used to compete against each other at that
level. When they began to see their high school
foes around campus at UTPA, they decided to
get a club together and continue to play in
tournaments and expand their abilities.
Their first tournament, representing UTPA
rather than their former high school alma mater,
was a success when seven out of the 15
members participated in the Island tournament,
bringing home a second place trophy.
According to Davila, the University of Texas
at Brownsville is the Mecca for Valley chess,
DEEP
THINKERS—
Students and
community
members
compete in a
bi-weekly
tournament at
the UTPA
Cafeteria for
cash prizes.

JAVIER LOYA
Born: El Paso
Residence: Houston
Education: Columbia University
Currently: CEO of CHOICE Energy
limited partner, NFL’s Houston
Texans
Board Member: Arte Publico
Board of Directors, Hispanic
Achievement Place
Member: Houston Minority Business
Council
Member: Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce
Member: Young Entrepreneurs
Organization
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and the Bronc team finished a slot ahead of
them, a huge accomplishment. Overall, the
UTPA team was a step behind the University of
Dallas, which took first in the four-team tilt and
is one of the nation’s leading teams.
The tournament had approximately 600
students from grade level to college,
representing various schools in Texas, with most
competitors coming from the sub-college level.
UTPA’s team was happy with its finish because
UD is the number two rated chess team in the
country. That group recruits players from all
over the world and one of its players is a former
Asian Junior Champion.
Some of the schools who missed this
particular tournament were Texas A&MKingsville and Texas A&M. But according to
Davila, A&M is not a match.
“It doesn’t matter that A&M didn’t show up,”
Davila said. “We probably would have taken
them out anyway.”
Although the UTPA squad is fairly new to the
collegiate competitions, it is holding its own
against college teams that have been
participating for a long time.
The club has several tournaments on campus
where students along with members of the
community are invited to interact and learn the
chess experience. Children, young adults and
senior citizens attend and compete for cash
prizes and gifts. The tournaments are scheduled
every other Saturday.
“It is an open tournament in the cafeteria,”
Davila commented. “The first time 20 people
showed up, the second 40, and we are expecting
over 70 people to show up the next time.”
Chess might not be a very popular game in
the United States yet, but in countries like
Russia, where the climate is too cold to play
outdoors, a nice game of chess is what keeps

Linda Flores/The Pan American

RIGHT MOVE— Gilbert Davila and the chess
team have big plans for the future.

people entertained. With that, most of the best
chess players come from Asian countries.
Russian Boris Spassky was the best player in the
world in the 1970s, and today Asians dominate
the game.
“Chess is very, very big in other countries, but
we are more into contact sports like football,”
Davila stated.
But chess is not an easy game for many and it
takes skills, time, and practice to set one’s mind
to a logical state and know where to make a
move.
“You have to be able to calculate without
moving the piece,” Davila explained. “You need
valid skills to be able to be good, and you need
to practice and have patience.”
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UTB doctor studies genes
By AMY D. MEDELLIN
The Pan American
Hanging out with friends, shooting hoops, and cramming
for exams are some of the things a typical UTPA student
does throughout their college education. Dr. Daniele
Provenzano, Assistant Professor of biological sciences at the
University of Texas at Brownsville, UTB, can relate to what
every UTPA student experiences. It was here he found his
passion for microbial pathogenesis, a branch of biology that
examines disease-causing microorganisms and their effects
on humans.
Provenzano was born in Horgen, a small town near
Zürich, Switzerland in 1967, and came to the United States to
learn English after his high school studies. Influenced by
images of the Wild West from old movies, he decided to
come to the Rio Grande Valley. After four months, while
staying with a friend of his parents in Rio Grande City,
Provenzano learned English and decided to take the, Test of
English Foreign Language, TOEFL, and his ACT at UTPA
where he later enrolled as a student. He originally aspired to
be a physician but was turned on to his research during his
studies.
“What got me interested in this particular field
[microbiology] was a medical microbiology course instructed
by Dr. Norman Savage I took as an undergraduate student,”
said Provenzano. “He had a way of making things so crystal
clear, and when I understood the basic principles of some the
experiments done in the 50s, and I said to myself, ‘this is
what I want to do with my life’ while I originally had no
plans to become a researcher. I did not look for it; this was
something that just came to me.”
After graduating from UTPA in 1992 with a B.S. in
Biology, he earned a Ph.D. in microbiology at the University
of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio (UTHSCSA),
and continued his postdoctoral studies in bacterial genomic at
Harvard Medical School in the laboratory of one of Dr. John
J. Mekalanos, a member of the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences.
Provenzano was offered several faculty positions in South
Texas before he decided to accept an offer from UTB. The
administration at UTB did all they could to convince
Provenzano to bring his research to their University.
“Whatever you need to do what you do here [UTB] we
will provide you and they [UTB] have not come short of
that,” said Provenzano. “UTB has bent over backward to
facilitate research and not just for me, but for all students and
faculty at the University.”
Upon arriving at UTB, he was given money, space, as well
as expensive lab equipment to start his research program. In
addition to the startup package from UTB, his former
Professors, the Chair of Microbiology Dr. Joel Baseman and
even the Dean of graduate studies Dr. Merle Olson of the
UTHSCSA generously donated a sizable amount of
laboratory equipment because they believed in Provenzano’s
efforts to bring research to the Valley.
“After they heard I was going to do research in
Brownsville, I got an overwhelmingly positive response by
faculty and higher administration at the UTHSCSA,” said
Provenzano. “In all, I started up with well over $100,000
worth of equipment and reagents, before I even received my
first grant.”
Since starting his research at UTB less than a year ago,
Provenzano applied for an R29 grant from the National
Institute of Health and received funding totaling over $1
million, to be used over the next four years. However this,
he says, is only the beginning. He is writing several other
grants to bring more money, infrastructures, and opportunities
for students to learn the molecular techniques that are
required to become competitive researchers, scientists and
teachers there by landing well paying jobs, Provenzano said.
Provenzano’s main research is microbial pathogenesis.
Pathogenesis is a field of study that aims at unraveling the
cellular mechanisms that lead to disease. The aspects that
interest Provenzano most about microbial pathogenesis is the
ability to see how both the bacterial DNA and human cells
have evolved over the years through interaction.
“In my view it’s like studying the interface between a
hunter, the lion, and it’s prey, a gazelle, but at the molecular
level where the hunter is the pathogen and the prey is we, as
cells, and the interaction forces evolutionary pressures so the
host has to adapt and find a way to overcome the bacterium,
and the bacterium has to find a way to overcome the adaptive
changes of the host,” Provenzano said.
“This is imprinted in the record of DNA on the host and on

the pathogen, so I am at the interface of evolutionary
pressure, and I can tell what happened to both over the last
million years,” Provenzano continued. “This to me is
priceless.”
Currently the model of Provenzano’s studies is, Vibrio
cholerae, that causes cholera, an infection of the intestine due
to brackish waters including the Gulf of Mexico, and an
organism that bears relevance to this area. Provenzano
dissects molecular events of Vibrio cholerae at the DNA level
where he is able manipulate the genes, thereby finding out
the contribution each gene product makes to the production
of toxins.
“I am trying to find out which genes play a role in causing
disease [cholera],” Provenzano said. “With the molecular
tools at my disposal I can cut and paste precise pieces of
DNA at will, this way I can see how each gene contributes to
the disease.”
Provenzano’s research has resulted in over a dozen peerreviewed journal articles, including the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences. He is presently working on
his first manuscript to be submitted from UTB to the journal
Molecular Microbiology - the premier journal of
microbiological research. He has received national awards
for his work, including the Raymond W. Sarber Award in
2000 from the American Society of Microbiology and the
Armando J. Guarino Award for Academic Excellence in
2001.
However, Provenzano is not your typical scientist hiding
out in his laboratory. He feels a deep commitment to the
community that hosts him, he has sponsored a program
called Saturday Morning Science Camp for grades K-12,
while he was at UTHSCSA, and presently invites numerous
grade school as well as high school students to his laboratory.
In fact, he sometimes takes his act on the road; recently he
was invited at the Fort Ringgold Middle School where he
gave a well-received presentation about science and science
careers.
“I try to dazzle them with little tricks I can do with acids
and bases and I love it when I hear the students say ‘Wow
how did you do that,’” said Provenzano. “Then I explain the
mechanisms behind the tricks; it’s not magic its science. This
sort of response really makes me happy; to see kids eyes just
light up with excitement about science and what I am doing.”
Ultimately, Provenzano hopes to help the community with
his research, not only with his results but also through
training, mentoring and by offering employment
opportunities. He currently mentors two graduate students
and is presently hiring an assistant and a postdoctoral fellow
to assist in his lab. If there is one thing that Provenzano wants
to get through not only to students in the lab but everyone
that he teaches, it is that they are important as individuals. He
wants to break down the stereotypical barriers between
professor and student that he experienced when he was a
student.
“In many cases, not all, there was like a wall between the
students and professors. They [professors] were untouchable;
so special, I had a feeling of being different,” said
Provenzano. “Students in my view are people just like
myself, who happened to put their pants on a little bit later.
Along the same lines, there is no reason for anybody that
knows me to call me doctor; I know what I have done, I’ve
earned my stripes, I paid the price to reach my goals, my next
objective is to identify students that can do the same and help
them reach their goals.”
“The bottom line is that no matter how busy I am never
too busy for the students I serve. I will do anything to make
them comfortable talking to me and helping them understand
concepts; even if I have to stand on my hands and act like a
fool” Provenzano said. “I hate for students to feel intimidated
to ask questions, because this is a skill they need to acquire to
succeed in life, regardless of a research career.
Jorge Fernandez, a graduate student at UTB and one of
Provenzano’s masters students, feels he has learned a lot
through Provenzano’s teaching not just in academic matters
but just life lessons in general.
“Dani has shown me, as well as all the other students here,
that it is necessary to overcome every problem we have
faced,” Fernandez said. “He is very enthusiastic, so much so,
that it is contagious, his methods are refreshing. Where I
think that some students have become used to less
demanding classes, he is setting the bar high and has high
hopes for his students, too.”
In addition to research and training opportunities,
Provenzano is bringing to UTB and the Valley a different
approach to student-teacher relationships.
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Winter visitors
drop in number
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COMEBACK— Winter Texans contribute $2 million per year to
the Valley economy, but may be arriving less frequently.

By HILDA MORALES
The Pan American
The men with the white hair are back, and some of them brought their
wives with them. The diverse natural beauty of the Valley and surrounding
areas, along with the magnetic lure of the area’s perennially warm weather
has brought thousands of Winter Texans back to their wintertime homes.
To younger citizens this means that the "incomprehensibly slow drivers
as well as the bargain shoppers" will soon flood the streets and flea markets
of this area. To businesses, this means that it is time to welcome a serious
economic boost. Retirees predominantly from the Midwest arrive in their
recreational vehicles (RVs) bringing a fixed income ready to be spent on
souvenirs and regional commerce, plus a thirst for dancing, parties, and
other fellowship events. They pump more than $2 million a year into the
Valley economy and have done so for decades.
However, recent research shows that the number of Winter Texans
returning to the Valley each year from November through April is seriously
declining.
According to Dr. Vern Vin cent, a quantitative methods professor at the
University of Texas-Pan American and director of the UTPA Tourism
Research Center, the estimated number of Winter Texans is 14 percent less
than it was two years ago. The number is based on occupancy rates and
also on the studied perceptions of recreational vehicle and mobile home
park owners and operators.
Vincent also stated that the reasons for this decline are: personal health,
terrorism threats, and the sluggish economy. However, businesses all over
the Rio Grande Valley and Mexican border cities are eager and full of
anticipation for this year’s crop of "snowbirds."
Orlando Perez, co-owner of Cuban Cafe and owner of Salsa Fitness
Center in McAllen, said he is expecting an increase in revenue during the
next months from the increased tourism of the season. He has made plans
already to re-design his businesses and accommodate the retiree crowd into
his schedule. After three months as an entrepreneur, Perez feels he is more
than prepared to tackle the visitors’ needs for healthy entertainment. He also
wants to satisfy their appetites.
“I believe the main reasons Winter Texans are not returning to the Valley
is not because of their health conditions, but because every year true
entertainment here gets diminished to nothing,” Perez stated. “It’s as if we
don’t care about fun anymore.”
Mission Bell RV Resort, located at Old Highway 83 and Stewart Road in
Mission, hosts over 200 visitors each year. In 2003, according to Jean
Johnson, a senior citizen and activity director for the resort, the number of
visitors has indeed decreased.
“From the top of my head, I can think of about four couples that will not
be returning this year because of health reasons [or] what I like to call
‘age,’” Johnson commented. “You have to realize that most of us are over
65, and we never know from one year to the next. Just this year, we’ve lost
three people to heart attacks and other health complications here in Mission
Bell.”
Johnson also mentioned that it was still early in the season and that their
community was still expecting returning visitors as well as newcomers to
show up for the festivities and activities prepared for this winter.
Checking the schedule of events for this year posted on a huge bulletin
board at her place, one can guess that these Winter Texans are going to have
a blast. Local newspaper are starting to run their annual activity schedules
as well.
Johnson was proud to say that after working over 35 years as a nurse all
over the country, she was “ready to spend her money in any way she
pleased, and there is no better place than the RGV.”
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Online book option popular
By JULIAN CAVAZOS
The Pan American
With the fall semester almost over, it may seem like nothing is
going on within the walls of local bookstores since most books are
already sold. However, these outlets are currently busy ordering
more books for the multitudes of students who will soon storm into
their doors to buy books for classes next spring.
Over the years, local outlets like the UTPA Bookstore and South
Texas Book and Supply (STBC), have seen consistent increases in
sales. Sergio Cantu, UTPA assistant of Auxiliary Services, feels
that customers continue to buy books at the UTPA Bookstore
throughout the semester.
“Our textbook sales have a good increase. Sales of textbooks are
pretty much in spike at the beginning of the semester, while at
other times, students buy books they need in the middle of the
semester, so sales do continue throughout the semester,” said
Cantu.
With both bookstores doing well, one would think that there is a
strong competition between the two bookstores. However, one
particular bookstore doesn’t think so.
“We have our customers,” STBC cashier Mauricio Flores said.
“If we don’t have a particular book, then they’ll go to another
bookstore. I don’t think it affects us that much.”
The people at South Texas Book and Supply also feel they get a
sufficient amount of customers by offering good customer service.
STBC Manager Sergio Lopez thinks customers who shop at his
store are kept happy by good service.
“I feel our bookstore has been here for 14 years serving for
UTPA students,” Lopez said. “We have gained good standing, and
I think our customers have enjoyed shopping at a store where
there’s good customer service. We do everything we can for our
customers. We just want to fulfill their needs.”
Despite this, students have begun to find other routes for buying
textbooks, and the effect is slowly being felt. Some are ordering
their books online through sites like amazon.com. Other sites such
as BookCentral.com sell textbooks from other countries at half the
prices in the United States. Either way, local bookstores find it is
hurting their store sales.
“It does impact our bottom line. Some publishers are selling

their textbooks at drastically discounted prices,” said Cantu.
“They’re offering their textbooks online at a cheaper price than
what we have.”
For local bookstores, ordering books online has a trade-off
between its pros and cons. Lopez understands that technological
advances allow online buying to increase, but says there are also
consequences.
“I feel that it is awesome that a person can go ahead do that.
This day and age, you can order just about anything online,” he
said. “But, ordering a book online isn’t a significant save because
of the time it takes, and if the book is the incorrect one, you can’t
return it.”
Though ordering textbooks online has altered the sales locally,
there is perhaps an even bigger problem in the Valley concerning
textbook sales. This involves students buying textbooks, taking
them to copy shops here or in Mexico to get them photocopied,
and then returning the books for refunds. This practice is illegal.
“This is a huge issue we’ve combated in the last couple of
years,” admitted Cantu. “We recognize that it is a problem that
Mexico makes it easy to get them copied for $12 to $15. And if
they do it within the time we allow them to before a refund, we
are at a loss.”
Even though local bookstores watch out for those who do
photocopy entire texts, they still work with their students who
give them honest returns.
“We’re flexible and willing to work with students with their
book returns. It’s an honest mistake if a student takes a wrong
textbook,” said Lopez.
As photocopied textbooks have increased, UTPA is getting
smarter in catching people who do commit this crime.
“We are training everybody that does refunds to look for the
telltale signs of a photocopied textbook. Sometimes the spine
will be bent, and you’ll see the pages of the book close to the
spine are spongy and open on a flat surface,” said Lopez. “If it is
not in its original condition, we can’t issue a refund on it.”
The UTPA Bookstore is also working with the Office of
Student Judicial Affairs to draft new rules in the University's
Student Conduct Code to prohibit the, “copying of copyrighted
material including but not limited to: textbooks and other related
classroom media.”

Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

REMEMBER— Last Sunday was Dia de los Muertos,
when families gathered to recall loved ones who have
passed on. The Valley had several ceremonial celebrations
to commemorate the event.
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St. Edwards University in Austin. Arnulfo
Hernandez is a senior double majoring in
communications and Spanish. Hernandez, who
came from a family of migrant workers, worked
with mentor film maker Hector Galan to shape a
documentary about Hernandez breaking his own
barriers to attend college.
According to Sherman, the film eventually
inspired them to create the “Reel Life” video
contest, in hopes that it too will inspire others.
“We want students to not only think about the
obstacles they overcame while making these videos,
but also take their message and share it with
others.”
The campaign is part of an even larger goal, to
increase Texas students who enroll in college by
300,000 by the year 2015. The Closing the Gaps
campaign is a 15-year project headed by the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board which began
in 2000.
The categories for submissions are; documentary
short (limit 8 minutes), music video (limit 3
minutes), experimental or creative (limit 3
minutes), news package (limit 1.5 minute), or
public service announcement (limit 30 seconds).
“We distribute the winning videos to high schools
and middle schools to play on their cable systems,”
Sherman said.
Prizes include cash and complimentary tickets to
the “Reel Life” Awards Gala in Fort Worth and a
grand prize of an all-expense paid trip to the
Sundance Film Festival. Deadline for submission of
a VHS, Beta or DVD is no later than 5 p.m. Dec.
15, 2003.
For more information, entry guidelines and how
to enter, visit www.collegefortexans.com/reellife or
call (512) 478-4397.
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the bulk of the performance will revolve around that form of
dancing.
“Synergy,” which is one of Blomquists creations, is
described as an exploration of the elements of motion that
personifies the comings and goings of motion by pairing
rapid movements with a jazzy musical beats. She composed a
piece titled “Refuge” that focuses on the dancers’
relationships with one another as they perform, and how they
work together to emit a sense of a connection that reaches
beyond themselves.
Darsow, a dance professor at UTPA, integrated his studies
in the techniques of Cunningham and Trisha Brown to create
his own style of movement, which he will present in
“Clockwork.”
The Cunningham technique is named after Merce

Cunningham, and focuses on the architecture of the body in
space, rhythm and articulation. Cunningham studied at the
American School of Ballet for two years, and trained with
Martha Graham’s company.
Trisha Brown’s company uses contact improvisation, Klein
techniques, Alexander techniques, body-mind centering, yoga,
and other methods.
The UTPA Dance Ensemble has restaged “Passages,” a
work choreographed by Laura Grabowski, who founded and
was director of the company in 1984.
Tickets are available at Payments and Collections in the
Student Services Building at UTPA. The price is $8, but
students can purchase tickets for $5 with a valid college ID.
For additional information, contact Fred Darsow at (956)
381-2315 or e-mail him at darsowf@panam.edu

Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

Melting Pot of the Arts- Modern dance combines both dance and theater aspects onstage.
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Around
Town
Art Show
Nov. 6 at 6 p.m.
Place: The International
Museum of Arts and
Science
Event: “The Eyes of Texas”
Opening Reception
Phone: (956) 682-1564 ext
117
French Play
Nov. 8 at 7 p.m.
Place: UTPA Student Union
Theater
Event: The UTPA French
Club will perform “Paris
Panam” which was origlnally
written and performed by
seniors and graduate
students in the French
Theater class in May 2003.
The play is a compilation of
French theatre pieces,
poems, and songs from
classical works.
Price: Free, but donations
are welcome. Funds raised
will go to the UTPA Friends
for French Studies for
scholarship funds.
Phone: (956) 381-2106 or
381-3441
Symphony Concert
Nov. 13 at 8 p.m.
Place: UTPA Fine Arts
Auditorium
Event: The Valley
Symphony Orchestra will
perform pieces by Sarasate,
Vivaldi, and Brahms.
Price: $15-$45
Phone: (956)393-2293
Birding Festival
Nov. 5-9
Event: The 10th Rio
Grande Valley Birding
Festival. The Festival
includes field trips,
presentations, and on-site
events.
Phone: (956) 423-5447
London Tour
Deadline Extension
Event: UTPA will host a
one-week theatre tour of
London during Spring Break
2004.
Phone: (956) 383-6387 or
(956) 381-3586

■ Chainsaw . . . . . . . 8-9
■ Culture Club . . . . . . . 9

Dance Ensemble turns 20, still fresh
By OMAIRA GALARZA
The Pan American

and “The Johnsons” specifically for
the UTPA Dance Ensemble.
Villarreal finds that “Flock and
The University of Texas-Pan
Bang!” is unique from the other pieces
American Dance Ensemble will
he is performing because of its
perform its first
intensity.
show of the
“It’s very fast-paced,”
season tonight at
Villarreal said. “You
the UTPA Fine
can’t slack off, you have
Arts Auditorium.
to be ready the whole
This show
time because you’re
features works
moving through it so
choreographed by
fast.”
five individuals
This week’s show will
with different
feature six works
styles and
including the two pieces
techniques. This
by Shaw. He is originally
program will kick
from Cleveland, Ohio,
off the ensemble’s
and in the past 15 years
20th anniversary
has worked
season. The 16
professionally as a
members of the
performer,
ensemble will
choreographer, and
take the stage
instructor of the arts. As
Nov. 6-8 at 7:30
a dancer Shaw has
p.m. and Nov. 9
performed with The
at 2 p.m.
Dance/Theater
Ismael
Collective, Dance/Opera
Villarreal is in his
Cleveland, A. Ludwig
second year with
Dance Theater and The
the ensemble,
Halle Theater.
believes that
The three directors of
working with
the Dance Ensemble,
multiple
Melinda Blomquist,
choreographers
Dana Shackelford, and
from various
Fred Darsow, each
backgrounds
Daniel Aguilar/The Panamerican choreographed pieces.
makes the show
Blomquist is a lecturer in
(Above) - Members of the University of Texas-Pan American Dance Ensemble perform an innovative modern
more appealing.
the health and kinesiology
dance piece at a dress rehearsal Nov. 5 in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
“The show is
department at UTPA, and
going to be
she will present two
interesting,” UTPA senior Villarreal
Shaw came to the university in
by Dana Shackelford, assistant
pieces in the fall concert.
said, “because there are works by
October to work with the ensemble on
professor of dance at the university.
According to Blomquist, a few of
different choreographers.”
the pieces he choreographed for them.
“I think we have a nice show with
the pieces have jazzy movements, but
When Villarreal graduates in May
He created both “Flock and Bang!”
variety,” said Shackelford, who was
they are a modern dance company so
2004, he will be one of the first two
which is a piece that represents an
rehearsal director for “Flock and
dance majors to graduate from UTPA,
See DANCE page 10
exploration of youthful urban energy,
Bang!”
since the program began last year.
Villarreal and ensemble member
David Ibarra will perform “The
Johnsons,” a duet by guest artist
Raymond Shaw and co-choreographed

“And I think ‘The Johnsons’
provides a little comedic relief,” she
continued. “It’s a tongue-and-cheek
look at the ups and downs of
relationships.”

FROM HOBBY TO HOLLYWOOD
Amateur storytellers compete in “Reel Life”
By AARON LOZANO
The Pan American
Erin Brockovich did it. A small
town woman turned her story into
a feature film phenomenon which
gave her the recognition she
finally deserved and helped Julia
Roberts work with the role of her
career, landing her the Academy
Award for best actress.
Arnulfo Hernandez did it. A
small town college student from
Pharr turned his story into a
documentary which inspired the
Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board to give
college students the same
opportunity. A film that was
unveiled at the Cine Sol film

festival at South Padre Island.
Will you do it? The
opportunities to inspire others
through film are there if you've
got the story to dish out. A story
that will ultimately affect those
who see it.
The 2003-04 “Reel Life” Video
Contest sponsored by the College
for Texans Campaign, Texas
Higher Education Coordinating
Board and the Texas Film
Commission is offering an allexpense paid trip to the Sundance
Film Festival for a winning
submission that will inspire
students across the state of Texas.
Submissions must focus on true
stories about overcoming
obstacles to attend college.

“Students are encouraged to
share video stories that tell how
they struggled to overcome
barriers and inaccurate
perceptions on the way to
college,” said Lynn Denton,
director of the College for Texans
campaign in a press release. "The
contest is not looking for the best
technical talent, but for the most
inspirational stories about making
it to college. Students in any
major can enter a video.”
According to the account
manager for the Texas Education
Coordinating Board, Chris
Sherman, this is the first time
they’ve utilized this concept,
which takes college students’
stories on film to inspire others

about college.
“We’re hoping to use this
contest to one, spread the
importance of going to college
and, two, let those who watch it to
know that college is attainable
regardless of any obstacles,”
Sherman said.
The contest was inspired by a
Pharr resident who now attends

See CONTEST page 10
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Junior
Management

Movie: “Snatch”
CD: “Room on Fire” by The Strokes
Web site: NBA.com

Sandra Mora
Senior
Psychology

Movie: “Breakfast at Tiffany’s”
CD: “Life for Rent” by Dido
Book: “Sense and Sensibility” by Jane Austen

Imagine yourself with a group of friends and suddenly you encounter a
hitchhiker. Not only do you find yourself in the company of a deranged
hitchhiker, but lurking around is a crazed madman with a chainsaw whose
only wish is to kill you.
For many years we have all been told the frightful tale of a group of
five young teens who find themselves victims of a crazy man who runs
around with a chainsaw killing everyone. The story is rumored to have
happened in Travis County in Central Texas. To make matters worse all
these years it has been implied that this killer, believed to be Thomas
Hewitt (known as Leatherface) was a cannibal along with the rest of his
family.
So, how true is this story? The truth is that the events of the Texas
Chainsaw Massacre really did not happen. According to Kim Henkel, a
screen writing professor at South Texas Community College (STCC), the
storyline as well as the characters were made up.
Henkel, along with Tobe Hopper, wrote the original screenplay for the
1974 film “Texas Chainsaw Massacre.” The first draft of the screenplay
was completed in six weeks. The character of Leatherface Hewitt was
loosely inspired by the Wisconsin serial killer Ed Gein. According to
Henkel the idea surged from the events that occurred.
“We used the circumstance and atmosphere of the nature of the crimes,”
said Henkel. “The thought that someone was out there killing people and
making things out of human flesh.”
Gein, who was only held accountable for three murders, sparked much
interest for the gruesome manner in which he handled the remains of his
victims. Gein had a strange fascination with human body parts and was
well-known for decorating his home with the remains of his victims as
well as creating masks and clothing with their skin. The details of Gein’s
horrific crimes were also used as an inspiration to the movie “Psycho” and
the character of Buffalo Bill in “The Silence of the Lambs.”
The original “Texas Chainsaw Massacre” was filmed in Austin and the
surrounding area. Henkel commented that during the filming of the original movie there were a lot of gasoline and meat shortages, due to the Arab
oil embargo of 1973 and the ensuing economic crisis. The circumstances
of that era were used as key factors in the movie.
“We were using the events and the spirit of the times,” said Henkel.
Since the 1974 release of the ‘Texas Chainsaw Massacre” there have
been sequels. One of those made was written and directed by Henkel. The
film, which was made in 1994, was originally named “The Return of the
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Sequels to the
Texas Chainsaw
Massacre
• (1986) The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre 2
• (1990) Leatherface: Texas
Chainsaw Massacre III
•(1994/1997) The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre:
The Next Generation

Texas Chainsaw Massacre” and was later
changed to “Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The Next
Generation.” The sequel, released by Columbia
TriStar Pictures, was very similar to the original.
According to Henkel, the sequel featured Renee
Zellweger and Matthew McConaughey in their
first starring roles. In this sequel a group of
teenagers leaving their high school prom find
themselves in an accident after they take a wrong
turn. Things begin to take a nastier turn after
they are forced to start walking in order to ask
for help. Very similar to the first film, there is
only one survivor.
But Henkel commented that none of the copies
have had the magnitude of the first one.
“There have been a series of sequels, but none
of which had the impact of the original,” said
Henkel. “I was induced [to make the sequel]
against my better judgment.”
A remake of the original 1974 slasher film
appeared in October. “The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre” was released worldwide on Oct. 17
and was based on the screenplay written by
Hooper and Henkel. The 90-minute long film features the story of the sole survivor of the events
that took place Aug. 20, 1973 in Travis County.
After years of silence the survivor comes forward
to tell the gruesome facts of all the deaths at the
hands of Thomas Hewitt. Throughout the film,
audiences are left hanging onto their seats as the
theater is filled with the spine-chilling roars of
the chainsaw responsible for the deaths of everyone who set foot in the nearly deserted city.
According to Henkel, who has not seen it yet, he
is not upset that a remake of the original movie
was made.
“The general idea that they were remaking it
[the movie] doesn’t bother me at all,” said
Henkel. For those who are fascinated by blood
and gore, the remake of the original is definitely
worthwhile. Yet there are many who still prefer
the suspense of the original film.
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Cain Garza
Junior
Management

Movie: “Snatch”
CD: “Room on Fire” by The Strokes
Web site: NBA.com

Sandra Mora
Senior
Psychology

Movie: “Breakfast at Tiffany’s”
CD: “Life for Rent” by Dido
Book: “Sense and Sensibility” by Jane Austen

Imagine yourself with a group of friends and suddenly you encounter a
hitchhiker. Not only do you find yourself in the company of a deranged
hitchhiker, but lurking around is a crazed madman with a chainsaw whose
only wish is to kill you.
For many years we have all been told the frightful tale of a group of
five young teens who find themselves victims of a crazy man who runs
around with a chainsaw killing everyone. The story is rumored to have
happened in Travis County in Central Texas. To make matters worse all
these years it has been implied that this killer, believed to be Thomas
Hewitt (known as Leatherface) was a cannibal along with the rest of his
family.
So, how true is this story? The truth is that the events of the Texas
Chainsaw Massacre really did not happen. According to Kim Henkel, a
screen writing professor at South Texas Community College (STCC), the
storyline as well as the characters were made up.
Henkel, along with Tobe Hopper, wrote the original screenplay for the
1974 film “Texas Chainsaw Massacre.” The first draft of the screenplay
was completed in six weeks. The character of Leatherface Hewitt was
loosely inspired by the Wisconsin serial killer Ed Gein. According to
Henkel the idea surged from the events that occurred.
“We used the circumstance and atmosphere of the nature of the crimes,”
said Henkel. “The thought that someone was out there killing people and
making things out of human flesh.”
Gein, who was only held accountable for three murders, sparked much
interest for the gruesome manner in which he handled the remains of his
victims. Gein had a strange fascination with human body parts and was
well-known for decorating his home with the remains of his victims as
well as creating masks and clothing with their skin. The details of Gein’s
horrific crimes were also used as an inspiration to the movie “Psycho” and
the character of Buffalo Bill in “The Silence of the Lambs.”
The original “Texas Chainsaw Massacre” was filmed in Austin and the
surrounding area. Henkel commented that during the filming of the original movie there were a lot of gasoline and meat shortages, due to the Arab
oil embargo of 1973 and the ensuing economic crisis. The circumstances
of that era were used as key factors in the movie.
“We were using the events and the spirit of the times,” said Henkel.
Since the 1974 release of the ‘Texas Chainsaw Massacre” there have
been sequels. One of those made was written and directed by Henkel. The
film, which was made in 1994, was originally named “The Return of the
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• (1990) Leatherface: Texas
Chainsaw Massacre III
•(1994/1997) The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre:
The Next Generation

Texas Chainsaw Massacre” and was later
changed to “Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The Next
Generation.” The sequel, released by Columbia
TriStar Pictures, was very similar to the original.
According to Henkel, the sequel featured Renee
Zellweger and Matthew McConaughey in their
first starring roles. In this sequel a group of
teenagers leaving their high school prom find
themselves in an accident after they take a wrong
turn. Things begin to take a nastier turn after
they are forced to start walking in order to ask
for help. Very similar to the first film, there is
only one survivor.
But Henkel commented that none of the copies
have had the magnitude of the first one.
“There have been a series of sequels, but none
of which had the impact of the original,” said
Henkel. “I was induced [to make the sequel]
against my better judgment.”
A remake of the original 1974 slasher film
appeared in October. “The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre” was released worldwide on Oct. 17
and was based on the screenplay written by
Hooper and Henkel. The 90-minute long film features the story of the sole survivor of the events
that took place Aug. 20, 1973 in Travis County.
After years of silence the survivor comes forward
to tell the gruesome facts of all the deaths at the
hands of Thomas Hewitt. Throughout the film,
audiences are left hanging onto their seats as the
theater is filled with the spine-chilling roars of
the chainsaw responsible for the deaths of everyone who set foot in the nearly deserted city.
According to Henkel, who has not seen it yet, he
is not upset that a remake of the original movie
was made.
“The general idea that they were remaking it
[the movie] doesn’t bother me at all,” said
Henkel. For those who are fascinated by blood
and gore, the remake of the original is definitely
worthwhile. Yet there are many who still prefer
the suspense of the original film.
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Contest

continued from page 7

St. Edwards University in Austin. Arnulfo
Hernandez is a senior double majoring in
communications and Spanish. Hernandez, who
came from a family of migrant workers, worked
with mentor film maker Hector Galan to shape a
documentary about Hernandez breaking his own
barriers to attend college.
According to Sherman, the film eventually
inspired them to create the “Reel Life” video
contest, in hopes that it too will inspire others.
“We want students to not only think about the
obstacles they overcame while making these videos,
but also take their message and share it with
others.”
The campaign is part of an even larger goal, to
increase Texas students who enroll in college by
300,000 by the year 2015. The Closing the Gaps
campaign is a 15-year project headed by the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board which began
in 2000.
The categories for submissions are; documentary
short (limit 8 minutes), music video (limit 3
minutes), experimental or creative (limit 3
minutes), news package (limit 1.5 minute), or
public service announcement (limit 30 seconds).
“We distribute the winning videos to high schools
and middle schools to play on their cable systems,”
Sherman said.
Prizes include cash and complimentary tickets to
the “Reel Life” Awards Gala in Fort Worth and a
grand prize of an all-expense paid trip to the
Sundance Film Festival. Deadline for submission of
a VHS, Beta or DVD is no later than 5 p.m. Dec.
15, 2003.
For more information, entry guidelines and how
to enter, visit www.collegefortexans.com/reellife or
call (512) 478-4397.

Dance

Page 10

continued from page 7

the bulk of the performance will revolve around that form of
dancing.
“Synergy,” which is one of Blomquists creations, is
described as an exploration of the elements of motion that
personifies the comings and goings of motion by pairing
rapid movements with a jazzy musical beats. She composed a
piece titled “Refuge” that focuses on the dancers’
relationships with one another as they perform, and how they
work together to emit a sense of a connection that reaches
beyond themselves.
Darsow, a dance professor at UTPA, integrated his studies
in the techniques of Cunningham and Trisha Brown to create
his own style of movement, which he will present in
“Clockwork.”
The Cunningham technique is named after Merce

Cunningham, and focuses on the architecture of the body in
space, rhythm and articulation. Cunningham studied at the
American School of Ballet for two years, and trained with
Martha Graham’s company.
Trisha Brown’s company uses contact improvisation, Klein
techniques, Alexander techniques, body-mind centering, yoga,
and other methods.
The UTPA Dance Ensemble has restaged “Passages,” a
work choreographed by Laura Grabowski, who founded and
was director of the company in 1984.
Tickets are available at Payments and Collections in the
Student Services Building at UTPA. The price is $8, but
students can purchase tickets for $5 with a valid college ID.
For additional information, contact Fred Darsow at (956)
381-2315 or e-mail him at darsowf@panam.edu

Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

Melting Pot of the Arts- Modern dance combines both dance and theater aspects onstage.
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Around
Town
Art Show
Nov. 6 at 6 p.m.
Place: The International
Museum of Arts and
Science
Event: “The Eyes of Texas”
Opening Reception
Phone: (956) 682-1564 ext
117
French Play
Nov. 8 at 7 p.m.
Place: UTPA Student Union
Theater
Event: The UTPA French
Club will perform “Paris
Panam” which was origlnally
written and performed by
seniors and graduate
students in the French
Theater class in May 2003.
The play is a compilation of
French theatre pieces,
poems, and songs from
classical works.
Price: Free, but donations
are welcome. Funds raised
will go to the UTPA Friends
for French Studies for
scholarship funds.
Phone: (956) 381-2106 or
381-3441
Symphony Concert
Nov. 13 at 8 p.m.
Place: UTPA Fine Arts
Auditorium
Event: The Valley
Symphony Orchestra will
perform pieces by Sarasate,
Vivaldi, and Brahms.
Price: $15-$45
Phone: (956)393-2293
Birding Festival
Nov. 5-9
Event: The 10th Rio
Grande Valley Birding
Festival. The Festival
includes field trips,
presentations, and on-site
events.
Phone: (956) 423-5447
London Tour
Deadline Extension
Event: UTPA will host a
one-week theatre tour of
London during Spring Break
2004.
Phone: (956) 383-6387 or
(956) 381-3586
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Dance Ensemble turns 20, still fresh
By OMAIRA GALARZA
The Pan American

and “The Johnsons” specifically for
the UTPA Dance Ensemble.
Villarreal finds that “Flock and
The University of Texas-Pan
Bang!” is unique from the other pieces
American Dance Ensemble will
he is performing because of its
perform its first
intensity.
show of the
“It’s very fast-paced,”
season tonight at
Villarreal said. “You
the UTPA Fine
can’t slack off, you have
Arts Auditorium.
to be ready the whole
This show
time because you’re
features works
moving through it so
choreographed by
fast.”
five individuals
This week’s show will
with different
feature six works
styles and
including the two pieces
techniques. This
by Shaw. He is originally
program will kick
from Cleveland, Ohio,
off the ensemble’s
and in the past 15 years
20th anniversary
has worked
season. The 16
professionally as a
members of the
performer,
ensemble will
choreographer, and
take the stage
instructor of the arts. As
Nov. 6-8 at 7:30
a dancer Shaw has
p.m. and Nov. 9
performed with The
at 2 p.m.
Dance/Theater
Ismael
Collective, Dance/Opera
Villarreal is in his
Cleveland, A. Ludwig
second year with
Dance Theater and The
the ensemble,
Halle Theater.
believes that
The three directors of
working with
the Dance Ensemble,
multiple
Melinda Blomquist,
choreographers
Dana Shackelford, and
from various
Fred Darsow, each
backgrounds
Daniel Aguilar/The Panamerican choreographed pieces.
makes the show
Blomquist is a lecturer in
(Above) - Members of the University of Texas-Pan American Dance Ensemble perform an innovative modern
more appealing.
the health and kinesiology
dance piece at a dress rehearsal Nov. 5 in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
“The show is
department at UTPA, and
going to be
she will present two
interesting,” UTPA senior Villarreal
Shaw came to the university in
by Dana Shackelford, assistant
pieces in the fall concert.
said, “because there are works by
October to work with the ensemble on
professor of dance at the university.
According to Blomquist, a few of
different choreographers.”
the pieces he choreographed for them.
“I think we have a nice show with
the pieces have jazzy movements, but
When Villarreal graduates in May
He created both “Flock and Bang!”
variety,” said Shackelford, who was
they are a modern dance company so
2004, he will be one of the first two
which is a piece that represents an
rehearsal director for “Flock and
dance majors to graduate from UTPA,
See DANCE page 10
exploration of youthful urban energy,
Bang!”
since the program began last year.
Villarreal and ensemble member
David Ibarra will perform “The
Johnsons,” a duet by guest artist
Raymond Shaw and co-choreographed

“And I think ‘The Johnsons’
provides a little comedic relief,” she
continued. “It’s a tongue-and-cheek
look at the ups and downs of
relationships.”

FROM HOBBY TO HOLLYWOOD
Amateur storytellers compete in “Reel Life”
By AARON LOZANO
The Pan American
Erin Brockovich did it. A small
town woman turned her story into
a feature film phenomenon which
gave her the recognition she
finally deserved and helped Julia
Roberts work with the role of her
career, landing her the Academy
Award for best actress.
Arnulfo Hernandez did it. A
small town college student from
Pharr turned his story into a
documentary which inspired the
Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board to give
college students the same
opportunity. A film that was
unveiled at the Cine Sol film

festival at South Padre Island.
Will you do it? The
opportunities to inspire others
through film are there if you've
got the story to dish out. A story
that will ultimately affect those
who see it.
The 2003-04 “Reel Life” Video
Contest sponsored by the College
for Texans Campaign, Texas
Higher Education Coordinating
Board and the Texas Film
Commission is offering an allexpense paid trip to the Sundance
Film Festival for a winning
submission that will inspire
students across the state of Texas.
Submissions must focus on true
stories about overcoming
obstacles to attend college.

“Students are encouraged to
share video stories that tell how
they struggled to overcome
barriers and inaccurate
perceptions on the way to
college,” said Lynn Denton,
director of the College for Texans
campaign in a press release. "The
contest is not looking for the best
technical talent, but for the most
inspirational stories about making
it to college. Students in any
major can enter a video.”
According to the account
manager for the Texas Education
Coordinating Board, Chris
Sherman, this is the first time
they’ve utilized this concept,
which takes college students’
stories on film to inspire others

about college.
“We’re hoping to use this
contest to one, spread the
importance of going to college
and, two, let those who watch it to
know that college is attainable
regardless of any obstacles,”
Sherman said.
The contest was inspired by a
Pharr resident who now attends

See CONTEST page 10
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UTB doctor studies genes
By AMY D. MEDELLIN
The Pan American
Hanging out with friends, shooting hoops, and cramming
for exams are some of the things a typical UTPA student
does throughout their college education. Dr. Daniele
Provenzano, Assistant Professor of biological sciences at the
University of Texas at Brownsville, UTB, can relate to what
every UTPA student experiences. It was here he found his
passion for microbial pathogenesis, a branch of biology that
examines disease-causing microorganisms and their effects
on humans.
Provenzano was born in Horgen, a small town near
Zürich, Switzerland in 1967, and came to the United States to
learn English after his high school studies. Influenced by
images of the Wild West from old movies, he decided to
come to the Rio Grande Valley. After four months, while
staying with a friend of his parents in Rio Grande City,
Provenzano learned English and decided to take the, Test of
English Foreign Language, TOEFL, and his ACT at UTPA
where he later enrolled as a student. He originally aspired to
be a physician but was turned on to his research during his
studies.
“What got me interested in this particular field
[microbiology] was a medical microbiology course instructed
by Dr. Norman Savage I took as an undergraduate student,”
said Provenzano. “He had a way of making things so crystal
clear, and when I understood the basic principles of some the
experiments done in the 50s, and I said to myself, ‘this is
what I want to do with my life’ while I originally had no
plans to become a researcher. I did not look for it; this was
something that just came to me.”
After graduating from UTPA in 1992 with a B.S. in
Biology, he earned a Ph.D. in microbiology at the University
of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio (UTHSCSA),
and continued his postdoctoral studies in bacterial genomic at
Harvard Medical School in the laboratory of one of Dr. John
J. Mekalanos, a member of the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences.
Provenzano was offered several faculty positions in South
Texas before he decided to accept an offer from UTB. The
administration at UTB did all they could to convince
Provenzano to bring his research to their University.
“Whatever you need to do what you do here [UTB] we
will provide you and they [UTB] have not come short of
that,” said Provenzano. “UTB has bent over backward to
facilitate research and not just for me, but for all students and
faculty at the University.”
Upon arriving at UTB, he was given money, space, as well
as expensive lab equipment to start his research program. In
addition to the startup package from UTB, his former
Professors, the Chair of Microbiology Dr. Joel Baseman and
even the Dean of graduate studies Dr. Merle Olson of the
UTHSCSA generously donated a sizable amount of
laboratory equipment because they believed in Provenzano’s
efforts to bring research to the Valley.
“After they heard I was going to do research in
Brownsville, I got an overwhelmingly positive response by
faculty and higher administration at the UTHSCSA,” said
Provenzano. “In all, I started up with well over $100,000
worth of equipment and reagents, before I even received my
first grant.”
Since starting his research at UTB less than a year ago,
Provenzano applied for an R29 grant from the National
Institute of Health and received funding totaling over $1
million, to be used over the next four years. However this,
he says, is only the beginning. He is writing several other
grants to bring more money, infrastructures, and opportunities
for students to learn the molecular techniques that are
required to become competitive researchers, scientists and
teachers there by landing well paying jobs, Provenzano said.
Provenzano’s main research is microbial pathogenesis.
Pathogenesis is a field of study that aims at unraveling the
cellular mechanisms that lead to disease. The aspects that
interest Provenzano most about microbial pathogenesis is the
ability to see how both the bacterial DNA and human cells
have evolved over the years through interaction.
“In my view it’s like studying the interface between a
hunter, the lion, and it’s prey, a gazelle, but at the molecular
level where the hunter is the pathogen and the prey is we, as
cells, and the interaction forces evolutionary pressures so the
host has to adapt and find a way to overcome the bacterium,
and the bacterium has to find a way to overcome the adaptive
changes of the host,” Provenzano said.
“This is imprinted in the record of DNA on the host and on

the pathogen, so I am at the interface of evolutionary
pressure, and I can tell what happened to both over the last
million years,” Provenzano continued. “This to me is
priceless.”
Currently the model of Provenzano’s studies is, Vibrio
cholerae, that causes cholera, an infection of the intestine due
to brackish waters including the Gulf of Mexico, and an
organism that bears relevance to this area. Provenzano
dissects molecular events of Vibrio cholerae at the DNA level
where he is able manipulate the genes, thereby finding out
the contribution each gene product makes to the production
of toxins.
“I am trying to find out which genes play a role in causing
disease [cholera],” Provenzano said. “With the molecular
tools at my disposal I can cut and paste precise pieces of
DNA at will, this way I can see how each gene contributes to
the disease.”
Provenzano’s research has resulted in over a dozen peerreviewed journal articles, including the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences. He is presently working on
his first manuscript to be submitted from UTB to the journal
Molecular Microbiology - the premier journal of
microbiological research. He has received national awards
for his work, including the Raymond W. Sarber Award in
2000 from the American Society of Microbiology and the
Armando J. Guarino Award for Academic Excellence in
2001.
However, Provenzano is not your typical scientist hiding
out in his laboratory. He feels a deep commitment to the
community that hosts him, he has sponsored a program
called Saturday Morning Science Camp for grades K-12,
while he was at UTHSCSA, and presently invites numerous
grade school as well as high school students to his laboratory.
In fact, he sometimes takes his act on the road; recently he
was invited at the Fort Ringgold Middle School where he
gave a well-received presentation about science and science
careers.
“I try to dazzle them with little tricks I can do with acids
and bases and I love it when I hear the students say ‘Wow
how did you do that,’” said Provenzano. “Then I explain the
mechanisms behind the tricks; it’s not magic its science. This
sort of response really makes me happy; to see kids eyes just
light up with excitement about science and what I am doing.”
Ultimately, Provenzano hopes to help the community with
his research, not only with his results but also through
training, mentoring and by offering employment
opportunities. He currently mentors two graduate students
and is presently hiring an assistant and a postdoctoral fellow
to assist in his lab. If there is one thing that Provenzano wants
to get through not only to students in the lab but everyone
that he teaches, it is that they are important as individuals. He
wants to break down the stereotypical barriers between
professor and student that he experienced when he was a
student.
“In many cases, not all, there was like a wall between the
students and professors. They [professors] were untouchable;
so special, I had a feeling of being different,” said
Provenzano. “Students in my view are people just like
myself, who happened to put their pants on a little bit later.
Along the same lines, there is no reason for anybody that
knows me to call me doctor; I know what I have done, I’ve
earned my stripes, I paid the price to reach my goals, my next
objective is to identify students that can do the same and help
them reach their goals.”
“The bottom line is that no matter how busy I am never
too busy for the students I serve. I will do anything to make
them comfortable talking to me and helping them understand
concepts; even if I have to stand on my hands and act like a
fool” Provenzano said. “I hate for students to feel intimidated
to ask questions, because this is a skill they need to acquire to
succeed in life, regardless of a research career.
Jorge Fernandez, a graduate student at UTB and one of
Provenzano’s masters students, feels he has learned a lot
through Provenzano’s teaching not just in academic matters
but just life lessons in general.
“Dani has shown me, as well as all the other students here,
that it is necessary to overcome every problem we have
faced,” Fernandez said. “He is very enthusiastic, so much so,
that it is contagious, his methods are refreshing. Where I
think that some students have become used to less
demanding classes, he is setting the bar high and has high
hopes for his students, too.”
In addition to research and training opportunities,
Provenzano is bringing to UTB and the Valley a different
approach to student-teacher relationships.
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Winter visitors
drop in number

Hilda Morales/The Pan American

COMEBACK— Winter Texans contribute $2 million per year to
the Valley economy, but may be arriving less frequently.

By HILDA MORALES
The Pan American
The men with the white hair are back, and some of them brought their
wives with them. The diverse natural beauty of the Valley and surrounding
areas, along with the magnetic lure of the area’s perennially warm weather
has brought thousands of Winter Texans back to their wintertime homes.
To younger citizens this means that the "incomprehensibly slow drivers
as well as the bargain shoppers" will soon flood the streets and flea markets
of this area. To businesses, this means that it is time to welcome a serious
economic boost. Retirees predominantly from the Midwest arrive in their
recreational vehicles (RVs) bringing a fixed income ready to be spent on
souvenirs and regional commerce, plus a thirst for dancing, parties, and
other fellowship events. They pump more than $2 million a year into the
Valley economy and have done so for decades.
However, recent research shows that the number of Winter Texans
returning to the Valley each year from November through April is seriously
declining.
According to Dr. Vern Vin cent, a quantitative methods professor at the
University of Texas-Pan American and director of the UTPA Tourism
Research Center, the estimated number of Winter Texans is 14 percent less
than it was two years ago. The number is based on occupancy rates and
also on the studied perceptions of recreational vehicle and mobile home
park owners and operators.
Vincent also stated that the reasons for this decline are: personal health,
terrorism threats, and the sluggish economy. However, businesses all over
the Rio Grande Valley and Mexican border cities are eager and full of
anticipation for this year’s crop of "snowbirds."
Orlando Perez, co-owner of Cuban Cafe and owner of Salsa Fitness
Center in McAllen, said he is expecting an increase in revenue during the
next months from the increased tourism of the season. He has made plans
already to re-design his businesses and accommodate the retiree crowd into
his schedule. After three months as an entrepreneur, Perez feels he is more
than prepared to tackle the visitors’ needs for healthy entertainment. He also
wants to satisfy their appetites.
“I believe the main reasons Winter Texans are not returning to the Valley
is not because of their health conditions, but because every year true
entertainment here gets diminished to nothing,” Perez stated. “It’s as if we
don’t care about fun anymore.”
Mission Bell RV Resort, located at Old Highway 83 and Stewart Road in
Mission, hosts over 200 visitors each year. In 2003, according to Jean
Johnson, a senior citizen and activity director for the resort, the number of
visitors has indeed decreased.
“From the top of my head, I can think of about four couples that will not
be returning this year because of health reasons [or] what I like to call
‘age,’” Johnson commented. “You have to realize that most of us are over
65, and we never know from one year to the next. Just this year, we’ve lost
three people to heart attacks and other health complications here in Mission
Bell.”
Johnson also mentioned that it was still early in the season and that their
community was still expecting returning visitors as well as newcomers to
show up for the festivities and activities prepared for this winter.
Checking the schedule of events for this year posted on a huge bulletin
board at her place, one can guess that these Winter Texans are going to have
a blast. Local newspaper are starting to run their annual activity schedules
as well.
Johnson was proud to say that after working over 35 years as a nurse all
over the country, she was “ready to spend her money in any way she
pleased, and there is no better place than the RGV.”
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Online book option popular
By JULIAN CAVAZOS
The Pan American
With the fall semester almost over, it may seem like nothing is
going on within the walls of local bookstores since most books are
already sold. However, these outlets are currently busy ordering
more books for the multitudes of students who will soon storm into
their doors to buy books for classes next spring.
Over the years, local outlets like the UTPA Bookstore and South
Texas Book and Supply (STBC), have seen consistent increases in
sales. Sergio Cantu, UTPA assistant of Auxiliary Services, feels
that customers continue to buy books at the UTPA Bookstore
throughout the semester.
“Our textbook sales have a good increase. Sales of textbooks are
pretty much in spike at the beginning of the semester, while at
other times, students buy books they need in the middle of the
semester, so sales do continue throughout the semester,” said
Cantu.
With both bookstores doing well, one would think that there is a
strong competition between the two bookstores. However, one
particular bookstore doesn’t think so.
“We have our customers,” STBC cashier Mauricio Flores said.
“If we don’t have a particular book, then they’ll go to another
bookstore. I don’t think it affects us that much.”
The people at South Texas Book and Supply also feel they get a
sufficient amount of customers by offering good customer service.
STBC Manager Sergio Lopez thinks customers who shop at his
store are kept happy by good service.
“I feel our bookstore has been here for 14 years serving for
UTPA students,” Lopez said. “We have gained good standing, and
I think our customers have enjoyed shopping at a store where
there’s good customer service. We do everything we can for our
customers. We just want to fulfill their needs.”
Despite this, students have begun to find other routes for buying
textbooks, and the effect is slowly being felt. Some are ordering
their books online through sites like amazon.com. Other sites such
as BookCentral.com sell textbooks from other countries at half the
prices in the United States. Either way, local bookstores find it is
hurting their store sales.
“It does impact our bottom line. Some publishers are selling

their textbooks at drastically discounted prices,” said Cantu.
“They’re offering their textbooks online at a cheaper price than
what we have.”
For local bookstores, ordering books online has a trade-off
between its pros and cons. Lopez understands that technological
advances allow online buying to increase, but says there are also
consequences.
“I feel that it is awesome that a person can go ahead do that.
This day and age, you can order just about anything online,” he
said. “But, ordering a book online isn’t a significant save because
of the time it takes, and if the book is the incorrect one, you can’t
return it.”
Though ordering textbooks online has altered the sales locally,
there is perhaps an even bigger problem in the Valley concerning
textbook sales. This involves students buying textbooks, taking
them to copy shops here or in Mexico to get them photocopied,
and then returning the books for refunds. This practice is illegal.
“This is a huge issue we’ve combated in the last couple of
years,” admitted Cantu. “We recognize that it is a problem that
Mexico makes it easy to get them copied for $12 to $15. And if
they do it within the time we allow them to before a refund, we
are at a loss.”
Even though local bookstores watch out for those who do
photocopy entire texts, they still work with their students who
give them honest returns.
“We’re flexible and willing to work with students with their
book returns. It’s an honest mistake if a student takes a wrong
textbook,” said Lopez.
As photocopied textbooks have increased, UTPA is getting
smarter in catching people who do commit this crime.
“We are training everybody that does refunds to look for the
telltale signs of a photocopied textbook. Sometimes the spine
will be bent, and you’ll see the pages of the book close to the
spine are spongy and open on a flat surface,” said Lopez. “If it is
not in its original condition, we can’t issue a refund on it.”
The UTPA Bookstore is also working with the Office of
Student Judicial Affairs to draft new rules in the University's
Student Conduct Code to prohibit the, “copying of copyrighted
material including but not limited to: textbooks and other related
classroom media.”

Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

REMEMBER— Last Sunday was Dia de los Muertos,
when families gathered to recall loved ones who have
passed on. The Valley had several ceremonial celebrations
to commemorate the event.
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Rogers recall idea mirrors California caper
By VANESSA LUCIO
The Pan American
It didn’t take long for California’s political shenanigans to
inspire copycats.
Former McAllen fire chief Anthony Rogers made an
announcement last month concerning his effort to recall Mayor
Leo Montalvo and the city commissioners. Rogers was relieved
of his duties, and then came up with the idea of a recall.
This idea has many Valley citizens wondering about the future
of the electoral process.
Dr. Jose Hinojosa, interim program director for the Masters of
Public Administration Program at the University of Texas-Pan
American, commented recently on the impact of Rogers’ attempt.
“After this recall effort, what will be allowed to happen?”
Hinojosa asked. “Things will get really bent out of shape every
time the city council meets in McAllen from here on out.”
The California case with former Gov. Grey Davis, where actor
Arnold Schwarzenegger ended up the new chief, has people
buzzing. But just what is a recall?
A recall is where a group of citizens in a city call for an
election to represent a new official, before the regular term is
complete.
Rogers sent a letter to California governor-elect
Schwarzenegger for advice in the recall effort because of his lack
of experience in this arena.
According to Hinojosa, “In California, Gray Davis was very

popular, however, he inherited a huge debt and it does not look
good over there either. Recalls can sometimes make a situation
worse.”
Many would argue that with the state’s budget crisis, electricity
woes, and controversial stances Davis took on immigration, he
was not that popular. And the election results seem to show this is
the case, as he was soundly routed.
How does an issue move from the minds of angry citizens to a
blatant attempt at choosing new officials before their duties are
complete?
It might be as simple as a case of direct democracy versus
representative (indirect) democracy.
According to Neal Tannahill’s “American Government,” direct
democracy is a political system in which citizens vote directly on
matters of public concern.
Representative democracy is a political system in which
citizens elect representatives to make policy decisions on their
behalf.
“There is a lack of understanding of our systematic elected
elections. Not everybody is going to like one decision, there is
always going to be somebody who is unhappy,” stated Hinojosa.
Still, once a recall effort is suggested, there are few people who
actually offer any alternatives to replacing the current person, or
their policies in office.
Hinojosa said that, “Some people are trying to shortcircuit the
system. It makes you want to teach political science class 2313 all
over again.”

Those in favor of the recall idea would disagree, saying that
rather than shortcircuiting the system, they are trying to ensure
that it (the system) works best for the greatest amount of people.
The counter to that opinion is that if people try to oust a leader
every time they disagree with a policy, anarchy could ensue.
Those opposed to the recall procedure prefer to wait until the next
election to make their voices heard.
According to Hinojosa, "Countries like France, Italy, or India
are either under a dictatorship, an anti-party system, or a multiparty system where parties form a consensus. And the ones that
understand the procedure involved with a republic know that we
have it pretty good in the United States."
Regardless of opinions pro or con, this McAllen recall case will
probably not go away. But how will it work here in the Valley?
If Rogers and his group, Citizens for a Better and Safer
McAllen, get the 2,600 signatures they need to have a charter
amendment election to decide whether the recall article should be
added to the city charter, there is one problem.
The charter can only be amended every two years. This has
only happened five times in city history since 1911, and the last
time it went through was in 2002, in regard to selecting the
convention center site.
Rogers will have to wait with his signatures until some time in
2004 and hope that the citizens of McAllen will still be interested
in this matter.
In the meantime, discussion of the validity and worth of recall
itself will continue to flourish.

Science ideas debated Loya speaks at
By JULIAN CAVAZOS
The Pan American
Charles Darwin is considered to be the father of evolution. Due to his findings
reported in ‘The Origin of Species,” biological evolution has evolved from a simple
theory into one that has become both widely accepted and criticized by some.
The work Darwin began in the 1830s is still being refined today, and that is where
classes like UTPA’s Evolutionary Biology come in.
The course has been on the books since 1978, and is currently being taught by Dr.
Brad Henry. The class covers the following main areas: evidence for evolution,
mechanisms of change in populations, species and speciation, and phylogeneticsevolutionary history of lineages.
Henry believes that the theory of evolution is correct, based on biological findings
that have been studied for 150 years. There are challenges to the theory; some based
on theology and others on deficiencies in research or lack of definitive proof. The
majority of biologists, however, stand behind Darwin’s work.
“I believe in evolution. Populations are changing across generations, lineage
splittings are occurring,” said Henry. “DNA is the molecular basis of heredity, and
humans all share common ancestry with other primates.”
Currently a battle is raging in the state of Texas about biology textbooks and the
teaching of evolution in high schools. Proponents of creationism insist that their idea,
that God created the world, runs counter to scientific theories of the big-bang effect.
Others side with a modified version of creationism called intelligent design, which
states that some higher power created the universe, not necessarily God.
The controversy reaches to the root of belief systems, collective epistemologies, and
their transmission through education. It has become one of the hotter debates running.
Opponents of evolution want the alternative theories to be taught alongside that of
Darwin. Proponents of Darwin’s work insist that in a science class, there is no room
for ideologies such as theology. Also, some scientists suggest that weaknesses in the
theory itself be discussed with what they consider an uncritical acceptance of Darwin.
The term evolution is much discussed, but do people really understand what it
means? The Encarta Encyclopedia defines it as, “a complex process by which the
characteristics of living organisms change over many generations as traits are passed
from one generation to the next.”
In other words it means a process of change. According to Darwin, plants, insects,
birds, and mammals all derive from the same primitive ancestor, ancient bacteria.
Those who believe in creationism or intelligent design feel that the existence of a
higher power is eliminated by scientific theorizing.
Though the idea of natural selection and survival of the fittest are bolstered by
clinical evidence, opponents suggest that there is not enough discussion of the
possibility that the system described by science was purposefully created. The
scientific world seems to imply that the whole process of change was an accident of
nature.
UTPA biology professor Robert Edwards says there is no controversy, just
misunderstanding.
“Evolution is a process of change. There is absolutely nothing controversial about
the fact that things change,” said Edwards. “Evolution isn’t a theory. Thus, any time a
person sees an article objecting to the ‘Theory of Evolution,’ it only shows that
someone doesn’t understand the concept.”
In regard to Henry’s class, he says most students seem to react positively, and do
not find the teachings to be offensive.
“My students react with great interest. I can only remember a few students who
were actually offended by evolution,” he said. “They usually refer me to some
creationist website, or give me some literature to ‘save my soul.’”

Chamber event
By EDWINA P. GARZA
The Pan American
A good role model for young Hispanic
entrepreneurs was in town this week.
The McAllen Chamber of Commerce held a
reception for Houston businessman Javier Loya at
the Tower Club Monday evening. Loya, originally
of El Paso, is the president and CEO of CHOICE!
Energy, and is also a limited partner of the NFL’s
Houston Texans.
The Houston Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
recently named Loya the Hispanic Male
Entrepreneur of the Year. He was awarded as a
result of his contribution and innovations that have
helped Hispanic businesses in Houston.
Monday’s reception was hosted by the McAllen
Chamber of Commerce to introduce Loya and his
company to the citizens of McAllen, according to
President Cynthia Sakulenzki.
"Basically, we brought him here to have Hispanics
help other Hispanics," she said.
CHOICE! Energy, founded in 1994, is a leader in
the institutional energy market, and its customer base
consists exclusively of the largest utilities as well as
financial institutions around the world. With its new
division, CHOICE! Energy Services, retail electricity
to commercial and industrial users is now being
offered. It is the only energy company owned by a
Hispanic.
Loya gave a presentation detailing CHOICE!
Energy prices, as well as the history of the company.
The presentation explained what CHOICE! Energy
could offer its future customers of McAllen. Loya
will also be speaking at the Harlingen Chamber of
Commerce.
“It was a successful reception,” Sakulenzki said.
“It’s the first time he has a reception with a Hispanic
chamber.”
Sakulenzki said that Loya, after having the
reception in McAllen, wants to start to “touch base”
with Hispanic chambers statewide.
Loya, a Colombia University graduate, now
serves on the board of directors for the Hispanic
Achievement Place, and is also on the board of Arte
Publico. He is an active member of the Houston
Minority Business Council, the Hispanic Chamber
of Commerce, and Young Entrepreneurs
Organization
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New chess team wins second at Island meet
By ARIANNA VAZQUEZ
The Pan American
Harry Potter plays wizard chess to pass the
obstacles between him and the sorcerer’s stone.
UTPA plays to get a trophy.
One of the newest organizations on campus is
the Chess Club, organized to bring the game’s
excitement to the Upper Valley. To reach this
goal, club members obtained their first trophy at
the 7th Annual Texas Grade and Collegiate
Championships at the South Padre Island
Convention Center last weekend.
The Bronc Chess Club is comprised of 12-15
members who meet twice a week to improve
their skills. Although the club is made up of
mostly freshmen and sophomores, their initiative
to start the organization was based on past
experience.

Gilbert Davila, the president and founder of
the club, is a sophomore history major who
started playing chess when he was 10 years old.
He has continued to follow his passion for the
game into college years. Davila commented that
most club members are former Pharr-San JuanAlamo students from the various high schools
who used to compete against each other at that
level. When they began to see their high school
foes around campus at UTPA, they decided to
get a club together and continue to play in
tournaments and expand their abilities.
Their first tournament, representing UTPA
rather than their former high school alma mater,
was a success when seven out of the 15
members participated in the Island tournament,
bringing home a second place trophy.
According to Davila, the University of Texas
at Brownsville is the Mecca for Valley chess,
DEEP
THINKERS—
Students and
community
members
compete in a
bi-weekly
tournament at
the UTPA
Cafeteria for
cash prizes.

JAVIER LOYA
Born: El Paso
Residence: Houston
Education: Columbia University
Currently: CEO of CHOICE Energy
limited partner, NFL’s Houston
Texans
Board Member: Arte Publico
Board of Directors, Hispanic
Achievement Place
Member: Houston Minority Business
Council
Member: Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce
Member: Young Entrepreneurs
Organization
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and the Bronc team finished a slot ahead of
them, a huge accomplishment. Overall, the
UTPA team was a step behind the University of
Dallas, which took first in the four-team tilt and
is one of the nation’s leading teams.
The tournament had approximately 600
students from grade level to college,
representing various schools in Texas, with most
competitors coming from the sub-college level.
UTPA’s team was happy with its finish because
UD is the number two rated chess team in the
country. That group recruits players from all
over the world and one of its players is a former
Asian Junior Champion.
Some of the schools who missed this
particular tournament were Texas A&MKingsville and Texas A&M. But according to
Davila, A&M is not a match.
“It doesn’t matter that A&M didn’t show up,”
Davila said. “We probably would have taken
them out anyway.”
Although the UTPA squad is fairly new to the
collegiate competitions, it is holding its own
against college teams that have been
participating for a long time.
The club has several tournaments on campus
where students along with members of the
community are invited to interact and learn the
chess experience. Children, young adults and
senior citizens attend and compete for cash
prizes and gifts. The tournaments are scheduled
every other Saturday.
“It is an open tournament in the cafeteria,”
Davila commented. “The first time 20 people
showed up, the second 40, and we are expecting
over 70 people to show up the next time.”
Chess might not be a very popular game in
the United States yet, but in countries like
Russia, where the climate is too cold to play
outdoors, a nice game of chess is what keeps

Linda Flores/The Pan American

RIGHT MOVE— Gilbert Davila and the chess
team have big plans for the future.

people entertained. With that, most of the best
chess players come from Asian countries.
Russian Boris Spassky was the best player in the
world in the 1970s, and today Asians dominate
the game.
“Chess is very, very big in other countries, but
we are more into contact sports like football,”
Davila stated.
But chess is not an easy game for many and it
takes skills, time, and practice to set one’s mind
to a logical state and know where to make a
move.
“You have to be able to calculate without
moving the piece,” Davila explained. “You need
valid skills to be able to be good, and you need
to practice and have patience.”
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Have ever purchased
textbooks online?
Horacio Elizondo
Math
Senior
Yes, it is a lot cheaper and you don’t
have to spend time in a line to pay. Also,
it’s easier to get the books.

Marissa Alarcon
Rehab. Services
Sophomore
No, I always get them at the bookstore, I
get them right away.

WOMEN’S

Page 4
continued from page 1

with me. It will haunt me forever,” she
said in a broken voice.
She said that the subject of Women’s
Studies has been mentioned in separate
forums, ones that are less emotional
without stories about grieving
grandmothers. More intellectual forums
allow individuals to discuss education and
the various opportunities it brings
students.
“The Valley has suffered from the socalled ‘brain drain’ for generations. Valley
sons, and in particular Valley daughters,
because they are scattered around the
nation competing for jobs,” she said.
“Valley daughters are unable to find
good-paying jobs in they Valley, at home
with their families because there aren’t
any opportunities for them here in ‘el
Magico’ of the Rio Grande,” she said.
Garza-Falcon called the Valley a
magical place, yet not a place as of now
where dreams can be realized.
There are however, Garza-Falcon said,
women within the walls of UTPA that
have made her dreams come true and
have paved the way for her success, as
well as other South Texas women. She
thanked professor Hermila Anzandula,
founder of the Social Work department,

NEWCOMERS
Janie Maldonado
Sociology
Senior
No, I distrust the rumors about
purchasing things over the Internet.

Yolanda Gonzalez
CIS
Junior
Yes, because I didn’t find the book I
was looking for in the local libraries,
so I had to purchase it online.

Joe Ben Elizondo
Marketing
Junior
No, I’m skeptical of giving my credit card
information over the Internet.

Dr. Sylvia Dominguez of the Spanish and
Portuguese program, Dr. Sylvia Lujan
who was the first Mexican-American
administrator at UTPA, and Sister Mary
Schaeffer, formally of the mathematics
department, for their dedication and work
that she believes needs to be
acknowledged. The women she
recognized helped build UTPA, and
without their help the women of South
Texas would not be able to accomplish
what they have done, she said.
“They do work without recognition,
with quiet dignity,” said Garza-Falcon. “If
you want to establish a Women’s Studies
program in this school, it should be
named after them."
Currently, the Women’s Studies
Developmental Planning Committee is
conducting research for courses and
searching for topics to be included for a
possible minor possibly available as soon
as February 2004.
In the past, meetings and forums have
established funding and numbers of
capable, interested faculty as some of the
barriers in the way of such a program.
They have also discussed possible homes
for the program. Sociology and social
work are two possible homes.

continued from page 1

there is greater, mainly because of the
many differences with the United States
in terms of weather, climate, and culture.
Anyone coming to a different area has to
go through a certain adjustment period.
“Perhaps the biggest shock for
outsiders coming to the Valley is the
prevalence of Spanish, though that
situation is changing over much of the
U.S. as well,” he said.
This all has to deal with the attitude
Pozorski tries to stress when discussing
ethnicity or race in his classes. The
concepts of race and ethnicity can be
very subjective and problematic, often
leading to misunderstanding and conflict.
With the growing population of
Hispanics in the United States and the
increasing number of students at UTPA,
there could be a chance for further
diversity to reach the campus and
students. There are now 38 million
people categorized as Hispanic in the
country. The current enrollment at UTPA
is 15,889. Though the area was largely
Anglo several generations ago, it is
dominated by Hispanic culture today.
“Although I do not foresee a day when
Hispanics in the Valley become a
minority per se, we are seeing signs of
ethnic diversity right now,” Pozorski
said. “There are growing numbers of
people from the Indian subcontinent,
from the Middle East, from Eastern
Europe, and other parts of the world who
are either going to school here or who
have made a home here.”
In other words, we are becoming more
diverse, but the overwhelming majority
of people here would still be classified as
Hispanic. A recent study showed that 74
percent of the households in McAllen
speak Spanish.
Despite the influx of new groups from
other areas, Aldridge says that diversity
will not substantially increase in the Rio
Grande Valley unless the economy
changes.
“The great multiethnic centers like
New York and Chicago got that way

because they attracted people from all
over the world in search of a better
economic future,” he said. “Unless the
Valley comes to offer some similar
economic advantage, I wouldn't expect it
to draw a great diversity of people.”
Recent attempts to diversify the
economy have resulted in low-tech firms
coming to the area. There is also the
chance that either Brownsville or
Harlingen will be the site for a Boeing
parts assembly plant by 2005. But for
now, the Valley is struggling to reinvent
itself in the wake of the relative demise
of the agriculture industry, and the flight
of many maquiladoras to Asia to take
advantage of cheaper labor.
Though individuals are generally
known as Hispanics in South Texas, even
those individuals have divisions among
themselves ethnically speaking.
Sometimes there are people who
differentiate themselves into geographical
ethnicities such as Cuban Americans,
Mexican Americans, Puerto Rican
American or Hispanics from other
countries in Central or South America.
Lumping all of them together could
also create some problems or mixtures
that might lead to misunderstandings as
well. With the different divisions that
people construct, location can cause
divisions as well.
Aldridge believes that Anglos, African
Americans, and even Hispanics raised in
the Valley differ from students of the
same group raised other places. His own
children were born in McAllen, educated
entirely in Edinburg public schools, and
have lived their lives fully in the Rio
Grande Valley.
“My son graduated from Edinburg
North last year and my daughter is a
senior this year,” Aldridge said. “Almost
all of their friends are Hispanic, but I
rarely hear the issue of ethnicity come
up. Maybe I'm wrong, but seems more
like they all consider the Valley their
common home and common culture, and
consider it different from anywhere else.”
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Upcoming UTPA
Schedule
Friday, Nov. 7
Women’s basketball vs. Houston
Elite at Field House (exhibition
game), 7 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 8
Men’s basketball vs. Houston
Quest at Field House (exhibition
game), 7:30 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 10
Game 1: Volleyball at Prairie View
A&M, Noon
Game 2: Volleyball at Texas
Southern, 4 p.m.

UTPA Men's Flag
Football
Playoff Results and Schedule
Monday, Oct. 27
Vipers 27, Mudd Dawgs 12
Meat Heads 41, Iron Maiden 16
Stallions 19, Xacutioners 14
Wednesday, Oct. 29
Stallions 27, Vipers 25
Gamblers 34, The Bucs 19
Gamblers 32, Meatheads 16
Championship Game
Monday, Nov. 3
Stallions 18, Gamblers 16

UTPA Co-Rec
Volleyball
Tournament
Results and Schedule
Tuesday, Oct. 28
H&K Club def. Bulls, 15-9, 15-10
Bhats def. Phi Kaps, 15-11, 15-12
Troopers def. Concise, 9-15, 1512, 15-13
Thursday, Oct. 30
Vipers def. The Bhats, 15-12, 15-7
H&K def. Tigers, 15-10, 15-13
Tuesday, Nov. 4
Vipers def. H&K, 15-9, 15-8
Vipers def. Concise, 15-7, 7-15,
15-4
Championship Game
Thursday, Nov. 6
Vipers vs. Troopers, Noon

SPORTS CLIPBOARD
Lancaster named
assistant a.d.

“Westly’s been running
really well again this year,”
Vaughn said. “He still has a
couple of meets left and can
do very well in those.”
Senior Hugo Cervantes
came in fourth with a time

Head athletic trainer Jim
Lancaster was recently promoted to assistant athletic
director for sports medicine.
Lancaster served as the
athletic trainer for 22 years
and was responsible for
overseeing all the functions
and aspects of athletic
training and sports medicine.

Keating crowned
two-time champ

Results and Schedule
Tuesday, Nov. 4
Kappa Sigma vs. Rubber Duckies,
double forfeit
Vipers 27, Los Taquaches 6
Slammers 5, Metal Militia 0
Tuesday, Nov. 11
Kappa Sigma vs. Taquaches, 7
Slammers vs. Rubber Duckies, 8
Metal Militia vs. Vipers, 9

Co-Rec Softball
“A” League
Results and Schedule
Wednesday, Nov. 5
Bronc Exp. vs. B. Brigade #3, late
B. Brigade #1 vs. Conejos, late
B. Brigade #2 vs. EBE, late
Wednesday, Nov. 12
Bronc Exp. vs. B. Brigade #1, 7
EBE vs. B. Brigade #3, 8
B. Brigade #2 vs. Conejos, 9

Co-Rec Softball
“B” League
Thursday, Nov. 6
Biohazard Red Cubs vs. Vipers, 7
Elite vs. Rattlers, 8
Noble Avengers vs. R. Dragons, 9
All games p.m. unless noted.

W
6
5
4
3
3
W
7
3
2
1
W
5
3
2
2
W
6
4
3
3

L
4
1
4
4
5
L
1
3
3
3
L
4
3
5
4
L
1
2
1
3

OTL
0
1
1
0
0
OTL
0
1
1
3
OTL
0
0
1
0
OTL
0
1
2
0

Home
Pittsburgh
Detroit
Cincinnati
Tennessee
Carolina
N.Y. Giants
Kansas City
Jacksonville
Washington
San Diego
Dallas
Oakland
St. Louis
Green Bay

of 26:46.
The Broncs finished second place overall with 39
points. Texas A&M-Corpus
Christi won the tournament
with a score of 31 points.
The Lady Broncs came in

PTS
12
11
9
6
6
PTS
14
7
5
5
PTS
10
6
5
4
PTS
12
9
8
6

Date
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 10

Women’s golf
takes fourth

The Pan American

REPEAT CHAMP— Westly
Keating repeated as champion of
the Independent Cross Country
Championships held Nov. 1.

NFL Week 10 Schedule
Away
Arizona
Chicago
Houston
Miami
Tampa Bay
Atlanta
Cleveland
Indianapolis
Seattle
Minnesota
Buffalo
N.Y. Jets
Baltimore
Philadelphia

fourth (98 pts.). TAMUCC
was first with 25 points.

Karate featured
this weekend

The University of TexasPan American All-American
Westly Keating won his second straight Independent
cross country championship
Saturday after finishing in
first placewith a time of
25:12 at the Independent
Championships at West
Guth Park in Corpus Christi.
In addition, Keating picked
up the Independent Runner
of the Year honors.
UTPA head coach Ricky
Vaughn was pleased with
his star’s performance.

Northwest
Oklahoma City
Wichita
Tulsa
Colorado
New Mexico
Northeast
Memphis
Indianapolis
Bossier-Shreveport
Fort Worth
Southwest
San Angelo
Lubbock
Odessa
Amarillo
Southeast
Laredo
Corpus Christi
RGV Killer Bees
Austin

Valley High School
Football

The UTPA women’s golf
team placed fourth at the
14-team Ellinson Fall
Classic Tuesday at Sam
Houston State to wrap up
the fall season.
The Lady Broncs finished
the tournament with a 54hole total of 948 to finish
just two strokes behind
third-place McNeese State.
TAMUCC took first place.

2003 CHL Standings
UTPA Men’s
Softball League
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Time
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
4:05 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.

The Sixth Annual Master
Bob Davis karate championships will be held
Saturday at the UTPA
Health and Physical
Education Building #2 at
noon.
Various styles of Martial
Arts will be displayed such
as Tae Kwon Do, Judo,
Aikido, Tai Chi, and
weapons demonstrations.

Mexican Soccer League
Team
U.N.A.M.
Tigres
Pachuca
U.A.G.
Atlante
América
Necaxa
Santos
Toluca
Morelia
Irapuato
Monterrey
Cruz Azul
Veracruz
Guadalajara
Chiapas
Puebla
Atlas
Club San Luis
Querétaro
Group I
27 - Pachuca
24 - Toluca
21 - Monterrey
17 - Puebla
15 - Atlas

W-D-L
9-4-3
9-3-3
7-6-3
8-3-5
7-5-4
7-4-5
6-7-3
6-6-4
7-3-5
7-2-7
6-4-6
5-6-5
5-6-5
6-3-7
6-2-8
5-4-7
4-5-7
4-3-9
2-5-9
1 - 3 - 12

GF:GA
27:18
32:17
23:18
25:21
26:17
29:22
21:17
35:25
26:18
21:24
22:28
29:27
21:24
27:32
25:26
20:31
20:24
26:30
19:30
15:40

Group II
31 - U.N.A.M.
27 - U.A.G.
25 - América
24 - Santos
6 - Querétaro

PTS
31
30
27
27
26
25
25
24
24
23
22
21
21
21
20
20
17
15
11
6

Scorer / Team
R. Navia, MOR
A. Fernandes, MTY
C.M. Morales, ATS
J.S. Cardozo, TOL
E. Mora, VCZ
A. Moreno, NCX
W. Gaitán, TIG
E. Marcón, UAG
L.G. Rey, ATE
L.I. Quinteros, PUE
A. Silvera, TIG
J. Borgetti, SAN
C. Blanco, AME
C. Ochoa, QUE
G. Franco, MTY
A. González, IRA
J. Lozano, UNAM
I. Iñiguez, MOR
13 tied with 5 goals

Group III
30 - Tigres
23 - Morelia
21 - Cruz Azul
19 - Chiapas
11 - San Luis

G
11
11
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
6
6
6

Group IV
26 - Atlante
25 - Necaxa
22 - Irapuato
21 - Veracruz
20-Guadalajara

Week 16 results Nov. 1-2: Chiapas 2, Irapuato 2; Toluca 6, América 0;
Tigres 4, Atlas 1; Morelia 2, Santos 4; Guadalajara 0, Monterrey 2;
Necaxa 0, U.A.G. 0; Pachuca 0, Atlante 0; U.N.A.M. 2, Cruz Azul 1;
Querétaro 4, San Luis 4; Puebla 3, Veracruz 4.
Week 17 schedule Nov. 8-9: Chiapas vs. Pachuca; Veracruz vs.
U.N.A.M.; Monterrey vs. Necaxa; San Luis vs. Tigres; Atlas vs. Toluca;
América vs. Guadalajara; Irapuato vs. Cruz Azul; Atlante vs. Morelia;
Santos vs. Querétaro; U.A.G. vs. Puebla.

District 31-4A
Sharyland
Edinburg
x-PSJA High
Mission
PSJA Mem.
Mission Vet.
Roma

Record Overall
4-1
8-1
4-1
7-1
4-1
5-3
3-2
4-4
2-3
2-7
1-5
1-8
0-5
1-8

District 32-4A
x-Edcouch-Elsa
x-Bro. Porter
Harlingen S.
Los Fresnos
Mercedes
Bro. López
Weslaco East

Record Overall
5-0
6-2
5-1
8-1
4-1
5-4
2-3
4-4
1-4
3-5
1-4
1-7
0-5
1-8

District 31-5A
y-Economedes
PSJA North
Nikki Rowe
McAllen High
La Joya
McAllen Mem.
Edinburg North
RGC

Record Overall
6–0
7–1
5–1
8–1
4–2
6–2
4–2
5–3
3–3
5–4
2–4
2–7
0–6
2–6
0–6
1–7

District 32-5
Record Overall
x-Harlingen
4-1
5-3
x-Bro. Rivera
4-1
5-4
Donna
3-2
6-3
Bro. Pace
3-3
5-4
Bro. Hanna
2-3
5-4
San Benito
2-3
4-4
Weslaco
0-5
0-8
y-clinched district title
x-clinched playoff berth
Week 10 Schedule
Thursday, Nov. 6
District 31-5A
PSJA North at McAllen High
District 32-5A
Donna at Weslaco High
Friday, Nov. 7
District 31-5A
McAllen Memorial at Nikki Rowe
Edinburg North at Río Grande Valley
Economedes vs. La Joya
District 32-5A
Harlingen High at Bro. Hanna
Bro. Rivera at San Benito
Open Date: Bro. Pace
District 31-4A
Roma at Edinburg High
Sharyland at Mission High
PSJA Memorial at PSJA High
Open Date: Mission Memorial
District 32-4A
Bro. López at Mercedes
Harlingen South at Edcouch-Elsa
Los Fresnos at Weslaco East
Open Date: Bro. Porter
District 32-3A
Hidalgo at Raymondville
La Feria at Lyford
Río Hondo at Progreso
Open Date: Port Isabel
District 32-2A
La Villa at Odem
Banquete at Santa Rosa
All games are at 7:30 p.m.

Valley Football Top 10
Team
1. Economedes
2. PSJA North
3. Edcouch-Elsa
4. Bro. Porter
5. Bro. Rivera
6. Sharyland
7. Edinburg
8. Lyford
9. La Feria
10. Port Isabel

Record
7-1
8-1
6-2
8-1
5-4
8-1
7-1
6-3
7-1
6-3

Pvs
2
3
4
1
5
6
10
7

Note: Poll by The Valley Morning Star

sports
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WOMEN’S HOOPS

VOLLEYBALL

Despite a second-place
finish at the Independent
Championships at West
Guth Park in Corpus Christi
Saturday, the UTPA men’s
cross-country team was disappointed.
“Overall, we were a little
disappointed,” cross country
head coach Ricky Vaughn
said. “We thought we could
win it.”
The men’s team finished
eight points behind tournament winner Texas A&MCorpus Christi.
On the women’s side,
coach Vaughn was satisfied
with their fourth-place finish.
“We’re pretty well
pleased with our efforts,”
Vaughn said. “We have a lot
of freshmen trying to make
the transition from high
school to college cross
country.”
The team is now turning
its focus to the NCAA South
Central regionals Nov. 15 at
Baylor.
“That’s our focus for the
whole year,” Vaughn said.
“It’s the only meet that matters really. Everything
we’ve done up to this point
is leading up to this meet.

The Lady Broncs are
gearing up for the 2003-04
season and will face their
first test in the form of the
Houston Elite, a “highly
skilled” traveling exhibition
team.
UTPA will take on the
Elite on Friday at 7 p.m. at
the Field House.
Head coach DeAnn
Craft, who has competed
against the Elite before, is
excited about the Lady
Broncs getting a chance to
sharpen their skills against a
team like Houston.
“We’re going to play it
up,” Craft said. “It would
give us a false sense if we
didn’t. We’re up to that.
That’s why we brought in
the best exhibition team.”
The Elite is composed of
former Division I players,
including guards Debra
Williams and Shantel
Hardison, the starting backcourt of the Louisiana Tech
team that won the national
championship a few years
ago.
“We won’t face two better players in that position,”
Craft said. “We don’t want
a false reading of where
we’re at this year.”

After sweeping Texas
A&M-Kingsville Tuesday in
their home finale, UTPA
improved to 16-12 with six
matches left in the season.
“It’s always great to end
your season with a win,”
head coach Dave Thorn said.
The Lady Broncs have a
chance to surpass the 19-win
seasons of 1996 and 2000.
“We could (win more
than 19), if we take care of
business,” Thorn said. “I like
the position the team is in.”
The volleyball team’s
winning ways have been a
collective effort and something that coach Thorn is
happy about.
“Players are stepping in
and has been that way the
past couple of weeks,”
Thorn said. “We can’t
always rely on the starting
six.”
Thorn and the rest of the
team has their sights set on
the Independent tournament
at the end of the season.
“It’ll give us a chance
(the last games of the season) to get ready for the
Independent tournament,”
Thorn explained.
Last year, IPFW eliminated UTPA from the tournament.

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American

Special to The Pan American

The Stallions flag football team of UTPA was crowned Valley Bowl champion.

UTPA wins Valley Bowl
By ED CHRNKO
The Pan American
The Stallions, one of The University
of Texas-Pan American’s three representatives in the inaugural Valley
Bowl flag football championship,
were crowned champions Saturday.
The two-time UTPA Rec-Sports
flag football champion Stallions
played five straight games and defeated The University of TexasBrownsville Scorpions 26-18.
The victory qualified the Stallions
for the regional flag football tournament which will be held in Waco with
hopes of qualifying for the national
championships in New Orleans Dec.
26-31.
The inaugural Valley Bowl drew a
bit of a crowd to the new Rec-Sports
fields located next to Bronc Village.

Lady Broncs end season
By MATT HALL
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American women’s tennis team won
three matches on the final day of the
fall season at the Texas-San Antonio
Fall Invitational at the UTSA Tennis
Complex.
The Lady Broncs competed well and
even had a consolation champion
emerge from the rubble. In singles,
freshman Vanessa Hedinger beat Felipa
Figueirdo of Texas A&M-Corpus
Christi, 6-1, 7-5 to win the Flight 1
consolation championship.
Head coach Eduardo Provencio is
starting to hear positive things from
competing coaches.
"I think the girls were frustrated with
how they had been playing, but in the
grand scheme of things I think they
have come along or at least that is what
other coaches are commenting on how
they have improved quite a bit,"
Provencio said. "I think it is something
to be proud of, I think it is good they
are getting frustrated with themselves.
I think the expectations have been
raised and they are finally starting to
buy into it."
In doubles action Pan Am made a

mark, but fell a little short of becoming
champion.
Julie Fife and Elysia Sloan beat
Viridiana Montiel and Nancy Ortiez of
Laredo, 8-2 in the consolation semifinals at Flight 2. In the consolation
final, they lost to Lana Burton and
Felipa Figueirdo of TAMUCC, 8-3.
The green-and-orange now has a
one-week vacation to rest their bodies
and get caught up on schoolwork
before they begin a tough off-season
program.
Provencio believes this off-season is
important and knows he is shorthanded
right now.
"Right now we have an incomplete
squad and we are trying to fill spots on
the team. A lot of things will be shaken
up in the next couple of months and
that will determine what our goals will
end up being," said Provencio. "In the
off-season I think our goal though for
the girls we have on the squad is to get
them to a level that is comparable to
what the Southland Conference teams
are able to do."
Unlike the men’s team, the Lady
Broncs are an independent team in tennis, but they do compete against the
majority of the tougher teams in the
Southland Conference. Provencio
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College students favor Bush, Harvard poll says
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believes that through hard work his
team can compete with the best in that
conference.
"The conference, on the women’s
side, is 13 teams. We haven’t gotten a
chance to see all the teams; we have
only seen a fraction of them. The ones
we have seen have been at the top of
the conference. Vanessa’s win over the
girl from Texas-San Antonio’s No. 1 in
straight sets was a real good indicator,"
said Provencio. "If we continue to
work hard with everyone, who knows,
maybe it’s an opportunity that when we
get to play those teams we get to show
them we can hang with you guys."
UTPA will face a challenging schedule in the spring. The Lady Broncs will
have home matches against The
University of Texas-Arlington and
TAMUCC. They will also travel to
Daytona Beach for a tournament in
March.
Overall, Provencio was pleased with
the green-and-orange this semester, and
cannot wait for the next season to get
here.
"I am proud of the girls," Provencio
expressed. "They had a great fall season. We are looking forward to getting
into the off-season and making them
better for the spring."

“It was a decent turnout,” RecSports assistant coordinator Art
Cabrera said.
Eight teams from Pan Am, TSTC,
The University of Texas-Brownsville,
and STCC participated in the day long
event.
Next year, the tournment is expected to expand and include additional
teams from other South Texas universities.
“We’re hoping to extend invitations
to Laredo, Corpus, and Kingsville,”
Rec-Sports assistant Art Cabrera said.
The Stallions went 7-1 in the tournament.
In the last game of double-elimination play, the Stallions beat the
Scorpions 27-12 that evened their
records and forced a final game.
The other Pan Am representatives
were the Gamblers and the Vipers.

Baseball

continued from page 15

affiliation.
"Every game is important.
You got to go out and play,"
Gawlik said. "With us being
an independent, you’ve got to
play to win every game. We
have to play every game like
it’s a playoff game."

In addition to their tough
schedule, Pan Am will continue its rivalry with the
Reynosa Broncos of the
Mexican Baseball League.
UTPA will face Reynosa in
the annual border bash on
March 3 in Reynosa at 7 p.m.

Green & White Box Score

UTPA White
UTPA Green
Win - Broyles

RH E
010 000 000
-1 2 0
000 001 001
-2 6 0
Loss - Gibson

2003-2004 UTPA Women’s
Basketball Schedule
Date
11/7
11/21
11/22
11/25
11/29
12/5
12/6
12/14
12/17
12/19
12/28
12/31
1/2
1/7

Opponent
Date
Houston Elite (Exhib.) 1/9
Air Force
1/11
Boise State/Dayton
1/13
TAMUI
1/22
St. Edward’s
1/24
St. Louis
1/27
Kansas State/Sac.
1/31
Oral Roberts
2/3
Texas
2/9
Marshall
2/16
Tulsa
2/19
Prairie View A&M
2/24
UT-Arlington
2/28
Sacramento State
3/3

HOME GAMES IN BOLD

Opponent
San Diego State
Louisiana-Lafayette
SE Louisiana
SW Missouri State
TAMUCC
Incarnate Word
IPFW
Northern Colorado
Prairie View A&M
Louisiana-Lafayette
IPFW
TAMUCC
SE Louisiana
Northern Arizona

Three years ago, the United States
inaugurated a new president. With President
George W. Bush’s term coming to an end in
2004, there is now time for individuals to reflect
on what events have occurred over the last three
years and the job he has done. Tragedies have
arisen, the strength of a nation has been tested,
and during all this, people have tried to live their
daily lives unnerved.
However, while polls have found that the
public’s view of President Bush had dropped as
of late, this doesn’t hold true with the nation’s
college students. According to a nationwide
survey conducted by Harvard University, Bush
has more approval from college students than he
does from the public.
Harvard’s Institute of Politics found that 61
percent of college students approve of the work
Bush has done over the last three years, which is
approximately 10 percent higher than the
public’s approval rating.
Although most students approve of Bush's
work overall, students who participated in the
national poll also showed concerns about certain
policies. Eighty-seven percent said the Bush
administration has been hiding something, or is
not telling the whole truth about Iraq.
Mary Solis, a UTPA junior, majoring in
business, said that although she does have
concerns about the decisions the government is
making for the future of the nation, she does not
have large complaints.
“I think that the Bush administration has been
doing a good job at keeping the public informed
about issues,” Solis said. “I don’t vote, I know I

Ronald Reagan. Younger college students,
should but I would be interested in hearing
debates among the candidates about welfare and especially Texans and Westerners, might feel
that they relate to Bush even though the policies
the living conditions of the people.”
may not relate to people their age.
Dan Glickman, director of the Institute of
Glickman, who served as agriculture secretary
Politics at Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of
in the Clinton administration, said the survey
Government, agreed that while Bush's approval
indicates that the support of more than 9 million
rating has declined nationally, it has held fairly
college students, all of them eligible to vote for
steady among students. And he suggested that
the first time, is up for grabs in the next
these results might surprise people.
presidential election.
“The conventional view that the majority of
“This poll is a
America's college students
warning shot to all
are Democratic and that
candidates and political
they care little about
parties: Engage the
politics is clearly
This poll is a warning
nation's 9 million
disproved by this new
college students or
poll,” Glickman told
shot to all candidates
watch them vote for
reporters at a breakfast
and political parties:
your opponent,”
sponsored by the Christian
Engage the nation's 9
Glickman said.
Science Monitor.
Young voters
The thoughts of Dr.
million college students
generally pay more
Jerry Polinard, chair of the
or watch them vote for
attention to issues
UTPA Political Science
your opponent
rather than to particular
department, clash with
candidates, Glickman
Glickman’s claims. He
continued. He also
stated that he believes one
- Dan Glickman,
Harvard official
believed that though
cause for these high
the students lean
numbers may be collegetoward the president,
age individuals’ response
they are independent but concerned about war
in the aftermath of the Clinton administration.
and the economy.
“With President Clinton, college students
Polinard, stated that it is always the collegewere exposed to a high publicized scandal,”
age group that shows the least political interest
Polinard said. “Between the sex crimes and
than any other age group.
impeachment hearings, they may be reacting to
For instance, the poll also asked, “Have you
the impact of that, rather than stating they
ever read or participated in a presidential
approve of Bush.”
campaign blog?” Ninety-six percent of students
Polinard continued to say that Bush has the
“Texas cowboy” image that appeals to people in answered no.
“Every spring, UTPA holds SGA elections,”
a manner similar to that of former President

“

“
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Polinard said. "Now this affects the people
involved, and the maybe 20 percent of the
students voting, but most students are more
concerned about how to pass their political
science class or get a job rather than national
issues.
“People become more engaged when there is
dissatisfaction,” he continued. “If there are
national issues that cause them to take notice,
then students will be more likely to get involved.
But then again, I don’t know if that’s a fact.”
Another part of the Harvard poll asked
whether students would vote for Bush against a
generic Democrat next year. Thirty-nine percent
chose Bush, while 34 percent said they would
prefer voting for the Democrat. The opposition
party held a debate in Boston this week, and
more are planned in the near future.
Polinard explained how a 1991 survey
showed that students were not as favorable with
Republican President Bush. Because of the long
line of Republicans in office before Bush, the
low marks may have been caused by the desire
for a different party to be in office, a fatigue
factor of sorts.
“Ironically, the favorable opinions of Bush
may have nothing to do with what Bush has
done,” he continued. “But rather, it could have
been because of the environment that the
Democratic president was involved in with the
scandal and all.”
Of course it is always possible that the student
support of Bush, as some sociologists have
suggested, is a harbinger of a growing
conservatism among college-age students. This
theory notes that the momentum the Left gained
after the 1960s with young people may be
eroding.

Halloween flu shots attempt to bolster health
By OSCAR GARZA
The Pan American
The well-being and health of UTPA
students are important to their future, and
students had a chance to see to that Oct.
31.
On that day, Student Health Services
offered free flu shots to any UTPA
student wearing a full Halloween
costume. The turnout was impressive, so
good that some students had to wait in
line for up to 20 minutes.
But what is the big fuss about this
whole flu thing anyway? Healthlink.com
reports that last year more than 20,000
people died as a result of infection with
the flu and associated complications.
History shows that the great flu epidemic
in the early 1900s, especially 1918-1919,
killed more than 40 million people
worldwide.
Recently, it was reported that the state
of Texas leads the nation in incidence of
flu, and the city of Houston has the most
cases nationwide.
The most obvious questions would be,
What exactly is the flu, or influenza, and
who is at risk of getting it? Influenza is a
highly contagious respiratory disease
caused by a virus that infects various
parts of the human body, including the
lungs.
A carrier of the flu spreads the virus by
coughing, sneezing, and even talking. It
can be transmitted by direct hand contact
as well. The groups that are at high risk
are the elderly, adults and children with

chronic disease such as diabetes, asthma,
emphysema, and kidney disease, and
pregnant women in their second or third
trimester. Those with weakened immune
systems (HIV & cancer patients) and
health care workers are also at risk.
So what do UTPA students think about
the flu season? The general consensus
seemed to be that of worry free. Raul
Cabrera seemed not to concern himself
with the flu season at all. His easygoing
attitude about the subject really
summarized the feelings of the other
students around him.
“We are usually concerned with things
that are extraordinary; the flu seems to be
very common,” said Cabrera.
L.I.L. Gonzalez was there to take the
shot, and talked about the procedure.
“They ask several questions first, like
are you pregnant and have you had any
vaccines in the last four months, and
then, its just a little prick on the right
arm.”
Gonzalez got the flu shot because he
wanted to avoid getting sick and it was
free, and he also stated that the shot did
not hurt.
“No, if it happens it happens,”
Gonzalez said. “It was like accidentally
hitting yourself, but not so much to
where you would cry.”
On the national level, people are
becoming more concerned with harmful
biological agents. With the threat of
terrorism and the anthrax scare,
Americans have gone from panic mode to
a quasi-panic mode. People are not
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buying up duct tape and plastic sheets
anymore, but the talk is still there.
Some are still scared about the anthrax
scare, while in reality, the flu is a much
more realistic concern. Everybody is still

a potential victim to the micro. The flu
season extends into early March most
years, so getting a shot like the students
did this Halloween will probably help
them avoid the virus altogether.
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Green beats White in annual game
By ED CHRNKO
The Pan American
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The annual University of Texas-Pan
American Green and White baseball game, celebrated before 200 fans Saturday at the
Edinburg Baseball Stadium, finished with a
dramatic 2-1 win for the Green team.
With the score tied 1-1 in the bottom of the
ninth inning, one out, and a man on second
base, sophomore outfielder Otis Powers (2 for
4) drilled a double to left center field against
relief pitcher Johnny Gibson to score Ricky
Broyles (2 for 4) to win the game.
Powers rounded first base pumping his arms
into the air, while the Green team ran onto the
field to greet Broyles at home plate.
"It’s exciting," Powers said. "It’s a good
stepping stone for going into the season.
Everybody looked good today. It was a good
game."
Pitching and defense were the name of the
game Saturday.
"We played great defense," head coach
Willie Gawlik said. "There was some outstanding plays. It was a well played game."
The Green team’s pitchers combined to hold
their fellow teammates on the White squad to
two hits and did not allow a hit in the last
seven innings of the game.
Meanwhile, the White team’s pitchers scattered six hits, but couldn’t hold on in the bottom of the ninth.
"It was a great game defensively, pitching,"
Powers said.
Powers was happy to be playing in the traditional UTPA Green and White game, not just

Bees

because of tradition, but also because it gives
them a chance to play. The regular season
starts in early spring.
"I like it a lot. It gives us a chance to go
show our fans what we got coming into the
season," Powers said. "It’s always good to
come out to the ballpark and just play some
ball."
The White team scored their only run on a
leadoff home run to left field by junior Juan
Sáenz.
The Green came back to tie the game in the
bottom of the sixth frame when freshman
Brian Ballew scored from third base on a
ground out by Broyles.
UTPA head coach Gawlik was satisfied with
what he saw on the field although he wasn’t
familiar with the tradition of the game.
"We made no physical mistakes, we didn’t
have any errors, we did everything right, the
pitchers threw, it’s a 2-1 game, it’s a great way
to end it," Gawlik said. "This is my first one
(Green and White game) so I don’t know anything about the tradition of it. All I can say is
what we did out here today was a great game,
it was evenly matched, and this what you want,
a good ball game to wrap things up."
The Broncs will open up the 2004 season on
Jan. 31 with a two-game homestand against
Texas State-San Marcos followed by the UTPA
Al Ogletree Classic beginning Feb. 1 against
Lamar, Kansas and Sam Houston State.
Pan Am’s schedule will be a lot tougher this
season. The Broncs go up against big schools
such as Washington State, Arkansas, Texas,
Arizona and Oklahoma over the course of the
2004 season.

continued from page 16

allowing only one power play to sneak by
him, and was awarded the first star of the
game.
Levy, whose 39 stops against the Saints
broke his season high, says there were
several different reasons why his
performance in net was so strong.
“Everything was going well that night,”
Levy said. “The play in front of me was
better, the ice was better, the building
wasn’t as hot. I felt better I was seeing the
puck better and the defense was helping
me clear rebounds and clear men in front.
And we were just stronger defensively.”
The Bees will continue their schedule on
Friday, traveling to Austin to take on the
Ice Bats, who are currently in last place in
the Southeast Division.
The Bees, who have picked up at least
one point in every match since their season
opener loss to San Angelo, will look to
extend their streak in the Bat Cave.
But head coach Tracy Egeland, isn’t
satisfied with just picking up one point for
an overtime loss or tie. He would like to
string together some two-point victories.
“We want to put five or six wins in a
row here and really get things going,”
Egeland said.
It’s early in the season, but Egeland
knows that the Bees need to climb early if
they are going to finish in the top of their
division.
“We’re in a very competitive division, it
might be the most competitive in the
league,” Egeland said. “We’re all going to
Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American be rivals, and it’s going to be a fight for the
playoffs spots right to the end of the year.”
A Killer Bee defender swarms in on center Jay
The Bees will return home Saturday
Woodcroft during the home opener Oct. 31 at the
evening to face the Laredo Bucks, who at
Dodge Arena.
7-1, lead the CHL.

Photo by Ed Chrnko/The Pan American

UTPA freshman pitcher Chad Linder threw one inning of shutout ball in the fourth inning
against the White team to help the Green team win 2-1 Saturday at Edinburg Stadium.

"We have a great schedule," Gawlik said.
"It’s a lot more demanding than last year and
we had a great schedule last year."
The difficulty of the schedule is something
the Broncs have to face in order to get consideration for an NCAA bid.
"For us to have an opportunity to be consid-

ered by the NCAA, we have to play that type
of schedule," Gawlik explained. "If you don’t
play a good schedule, even though you win,
you’re not going to be considered."
As an Independent team, UTPA has to play
harder than other teams that have conference

See BASEBALL page 14
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NBA
Schedule
Today

7 p.m.
Dallas Mavericks vs.
Nov. 8 at Spurs, 7:30
Nov. 11 New Orleans, 7:30

vs.
7:30 p.m.
San Antonio Spurs vs.
Nov. 8 Dallas, 7:30
Nov. 10 Utah, 7:30
Nov. 12 at N.J. Nets, 6

Saturday, Nov. 8
vs.
7:30 p.m.
Houston Rockets vs.
Nov. 11 Miami, 7:30
All games p.m.

NFL SUNDAY
at
3-5

1 p.m.

3-5

at
4-4 4:15 p.m. 6-2
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UTPA crushes ‘El Tec’ 112-46
By BRIAN CARR
The Pan American

at

■ UTPA Baseball . . . . . . 15

The Broncs will look to extend
their pre-season success when they
take on the Houston Quest
Saturday night at the Field House
at 7:30 p.m.
The Broncs dropped the Quest
99-51 in last year’s exhibition
match up, but after humiliating
Monterrey Tech in Tuesday’s preseason opener 112-46, it’s safe to
say they will be looking to better
last year’s success.
Playing heavily on the depth of
this year’s roster, the Broncs will
have every weapon they need to
dismantle the Quest.
After opening up Tuesday’s
exhibition game with a 17-2 run
against the Borregos Salvajes, the
Broncs started to make
substitutions to showcase the
wealth of their talent. And even
though no starting Bronc saw more
than 18 minutes of playing time,
UTPA was able to come away with
a stunning victory at the Field
House.
The Borregos, despite being
aided offensively by Alvaidas
Gedminas who inadvertently
redirected the ball through the
hoop during a botched rebound
attempt to open the scoring for
Monterrey, couldn’t keep up with
the Broncs who shot for over 55
percent from the floor and put
down 16 of their 34 three-point
attempts.
Junior transfer Sergio Sánchez
led the Broncs offensively with 17
points, 15 of which came on six
three-point attempts in the first
half.
Sánchez, who was playing his
first-ever game as a Bronc stressed
the importance he put on having a
strong first outing.
“First impressions are big,”
Sánchez said. “You gotta try to do
your best. You’ve got to try to play

hard.”
But Sánchez, who started at
point guard and is expected to fill
the shoes of graduate Kevin
Mitchell, doesn’t define himself
as a three-point shooter.
“Today it was there, but I just
try to take what the defense gives
me,” Sánchez said. “But I have
different things for different
situations.”
Monterrey, who was led
offensively by Harold Galindo
with 15 points earned on four
three’s and two trips to the line,
was able to keep pressure on the
Broncs in the paint, but could not
match their speed or shooting
ability, and the Broncs picked up
over half their points from threepoint range and trips to the foul
line.
Coach Hoffman had a simple
explanation for why so many of
the Broncs points came from the
perimeter.
“They ran some match up and
ran some 1-3-1, but we really
hadn’t worked that much on zone
offense so that’s why we did a lot
of dribble-drive-kick out for
three’s,” Hoffman said. “We
really don’t have our zone offense
in.”
Hoffman liked what he saw
from the Broncs, but he sees
room for improvement.
“We didn’t stop the drive very
well,” Hoffman said. “They
Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American
penetrated way to much, and I
thought that they got to many
Junior forward Chris Fagan jumps up between two Monterrey defenders during
boards.”
the Broncs’ exhibition game victory Nov. 4 at the Field House.
Hoffman did like the Broncs
chemistry in their first outing.
evening was Chris Fagan who
longer plagued with injury.
“The thing that I was most
picked up a double-double, scoring
“My shot wasn’t on at the
pleased about is how they shared
11 points and getting 10 boards in
beginning. So I was trying to get
the ball and didn’t seem to care
who was getting it done,” Hoffman 23 minutes. Fagan, who sat out last myself in the game in any other
season with a stress fracture in his
way that I can, you know
said. “They were excited for each
left foot, saw more playing time
rebounding, try to get to the ball,
other’s success. And that is a
than any other Bronc, and although hit the boards hard,” Fagan said.
recipe for success if you can
he appeared shaky in the first half,
“Once you hit the boards hard
continue doing that.”
ended the day showing he was no
you’re gonna get another shot.”
One of the success stories of the

Killer Bees sell out opening weekend
By BRIAN CARR
The Pan American

The Killer Bees opened the
Dodge Arena last weekend, in front
of a pair of capacity crowds who
were treated to a brilliant display of
what CHL hockey is all about.
The Bees lost their home opener
Friday at the hands of the Corpus
Christi Rayz, who were able to net
two shootout goals to the Killer
Bees’ one, walking away with a 5-4
OT win.
In the process of the loss,
Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American however, Killer Bee fans were
treated to virtually every aspect of
The Killer Bees faced off against the Corpus
the game of hockey.
Christi Rayz Oct. 31 in their home opener at the
Killer Bee goaltender Jeff Levy,
Dodge Arena.The Killer Bees lost 5-4 in OT..
who was handed a loss in the

opening game at the Hive, was
happy the first matchup was
exciting for the fans.
“They got a good sample of
what hockey is going to be like
here,” Levy said. “The opening
game was high scoring, offensive,
some hitting, some fights, scoring,
good goal tending. They saw a
shoot out. They saw everything.
There was no 0-0 boring defensive
matchup.”
The Bees’ second game at home,
Saturday against the San Angelo
Saints, was a 2-1 victory for the
Bees with forward Matic Kralj
opening the scoring with a power
play goal 8:27 into the first period.
The goal was set up by a hooking
call (the act of using the stick in a

manner that allows a player to
restrain his opponent) on the
Saints’ Ryan Finnerty. Jeremy
Vanin and Andrew Taylor were
awarded assists on the goal, which
was the first of three power-play
goals scored.
Defenseman Mike Rees tallied
the Bees second power-play goal
late in the second frame, one
timing (a shot taken directly off of
a pass) a Jason Tessier pass from
out near the blue line (line on the
ice which denotes the beginning of
the offensive zone) which snuck
over the stickside shoulder of San
Angelo net minder Scott Reid.
Killer Bee goalie Levy stopped
39 of 40 shots in the contest,

See BEES page 15
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Friday, Nov. 7
at
7:30 p.m.
Killer Bees vs. Austin
Nov. 8 vs. Laredo, 7:30
Nov. 9 vs. Amarillo, 7:30
All games p.m.
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
UTPA grad stresses women’s potential
By EDWINA P. GARZA
The Pan American
The UTPA Women’s Studies
Developmental Planning Committee and
the Office of the Provost held a
presentation regarding developmental
women’s studies as a minor Oct. 30 in
the Engineering Building. Former UTPA
student Leticia Garza-Falcon gave the
presentation.
Garza-Falcon is an associate professor
of English and the Director of Ethnic
studies at the University of Colorado at
Denver. She completed her Ph.D. at the
University of Texas at Austin in
comparative literature.
Her 1998 book, “Gente Decente: A
Borderline Response to the Rhetoric of
Dominance,” was nominated for the
Katherine Singer Kovacs Award for
Latin American and U.S. Latino Studies.
In 1999, she was given an award by the
Texas Association of Chicanos in Higher
Education.
A native of Pharr, Garza-Falcon was
associate professor of English at
Southwest Texas State University in San
Marcos, (now Texas State University),
where she developed the Women’s

Studies program at the graduate level
and founded the U.S. Ethnic Studies
program.
Garza-Falcon began by describing
what it is like for a Hispanic female to
go away to get an education. She
illustrated the scene of a young woman,
her Tia Celia, who was eager to go off
and learn about the world around her.
Yet Garza-Falcon’s grandmother insisted
that she stay home, “No te vayas” she
said. She called it a shared moment in
Valley families, “No te vayas,” they ask
of their daughters.
Starting a Women’s Studies program at
UTPA, she said, means asking students
to take an emotional and intellectual
journey, which requires open minds and
hearts.
“It’s a painful journey, what it takes to
leave your support system to become
educated," she said. “As far as
preparation to teach, to go out and
publish books, to support children with
or without a husband.”
“If it is possible,” Garza-Falcon said,
“to do so without suffering families,
that’s fantastic.”
“That memory of my abuelita stayed

See WOMEN’S page 4

Special to The Pan American

MENTOR— Dr. Leticia Garza-Falcon spoke at UTPA last Thursday about the struggles
that women face in maximizing their educational potential.

Newcomers to Valley face many differences
By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American
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Coming to the Valley from upstate or
out of state can be an awakening for those
who make the trip. It can also be
somewhat unnerving at first. But with
increased mobility, more and more people
are moving to the Valley, and the area has
a population of nearly one million.
Hundreds of local educators relocated
to find work in the Valley.
“The students were so polite that I
thought I had somehow offended them
and they were being sarcastic,” said
James Aldridge, a psychology professor at
UTPA. “But then that was 25 years ago,
and I had been living in New York and
Cincinnati.”
Dr. Thomas Pozorski first came to the
Rio Grande Valley in 1969 to meet his
future-in-laws. His first impression then
was not so much about the people of
South Texas, but more about the
topography and environment.

“It was very flat with lots of palm trees
and wide-open spaces compared to the
city environment that I was used to,” said
the anthropology professor. “I suspect that
people's impressions are pretty much the
same today, despite the urban growth we
have had, not to mention the fewer palm
trees.”
Other newcomers are surprised at the
seemingly constant heat of the area, and
still others are surprised by the
differences in terms of daily cultural life.
When people first arrive in a new location
that is different from another area, the
term “culture shock” is often used to
describe their initial engagement.
However, Pozorski believes culture shock
is a relative term. He says that because
the Rio Grande Valley is part of the
mainstream United States, it is not nearly
as different as one might suppose.
Aldridge says that most non-Hispanic
students he has known at UTPA knew
background information about the school
before enrolling and didn't experience

much surprise.
“It can be a shock, however, when
people have lived in only one place and
think that one culture reflects basic
human nature,” Aldridge said. “The
revelation that people other places see
things differently can take some getting
used to.”
Since the Valley is over 80 percent
Hispanic, this can be difficult for people
to get used to if they come from an area
where Spanish is not spoken by many.
“Folks who are part of a majority
overall in the United States and come
here, might feel some discomfort, but
given the basic friendly attitude that most
people have in the Valley, I would think
that any discomfort would soon
disappear,” Pozorski said.
Still, there are those who come down
south and are unable to adjust. Though
the attrition rate of newcomers has not
been tabulated, there are always some
who leave soon after the arrive.
“That [cultural uncomfortableness]

really depends on the person,” Aldridge
said. “I have known some AngloAmericans who almost couldn't stand
finding themselves in a minority, and I
have known others who didn't seem to
even notice.”
Pozorski agrees that much is accounted
for by the perception of an individual and
that many Anglos would not be
comfortable being lumped into one group,
for some may have their own perceptions
about where they might belong, i.e. Irish
people vs. Italian people.
“Still others, like myself, don't
particularly view people as part of ethnic
groups,” he said. “This is partly because
their own background is very mixed
ethnically speaking and partly because
they view people as individuals whom
they can like or dislike based on personal
traits or characteristics, rather than on any
ethnic basis.”
Pozorski regularly takes students to
Peru for fieldwork and the culture shock

See NEWCOMERS page 4

